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Dear Friends, 

We are honored to present to you Sensiba San Filippo’s (SSF) 2020 Spotlight Magazine. Before you begin 
reading some of the year’s most influential articles, we would like to start by sharing some of SSF’s highlights 
and milestones this past year. 

As you may know, SSF proudly received B Corporation (B Corp) certification in 2018. Becoming a B Corp 
was a fundamental step in solidifying the firm’s promise to uphold the highest level of environmental and 
social standards. In 2019, we wholeheartedly embraced the triple bottom line principle of people, planet, and 
profit. While these values were already reflected in our firm’s motto of “Family, Community, and Firm — in that 
order,” passing the rigorous B Corp assessment granted us the confidence, determination, and self-reflection 
to continually strive to be a fighting force for good in the world. In honor of this commitment, every year the firm 
sets goals and creates initiatives to help us better ourselves, the community, and the world. 

In 2019, SSF made a pledge to “consume less, waste less.” We turned our attention to things like our printing 
habits, the materials used to make our kitchen supplies, composting, energy consumption, and the impact of our 
everyday habits. We held lunch and learns and shared articles to spread knowledge and raise awareness about 
environmentally friendly practices, and we participated in beach cleanups and climate marches throughout the 
Bay Area. We set out to measure our carbon footprint by tracking our daily commutes, travel between offices 
and to our clients, airfare, and hotel stays for conferences. We also purchased offset credits to help eliminate 
our carbon footprint all together. 

In 2020, SSF has made a commitment to focus our attention on the firm’s diversity, equity and inclusion 
practices. We strongly believe that businesses have the power to serve the greater good, and as such, we 
believe that a diverse workforce and a strong commitment to inclusion are critical factors for creating a healthy 
economy. Keeping with this goal, I joined CEO Action and signed the CEO Action for Diversity and Inclusion 
Pledge, a coalition of business owners committed to advancing diversity in the workplace and creating a 
genuinely inclusive business environment. We firmly believe that business owners have not only the capacity, 
but the responsibility, to take meaningful actions to make positive changes in our society. As a firm, we look 
forward to making 2020 a year of embracing our differences and celebrating our unity. 

From an operational standpoint, we are pleased to announce that 2019 was another year of organic growth for 
the firm. We welcomed 53 new people across our six offices, and we celebrated the addition of Evan Stephens 
to our Partner group in May. Evan joined SSF in 2012 as a senior associate and has since grown to become 
a leader of the firm’s venture-backed, technology and construction practices. Working with clients on tax 
planning, compliance, and tax consulting, Evan quickly created a reputation for strong leadership and business 
acumen at the firm. We are thrilled to have him join the Partner group, and we look forward to watching him 
continue to thrive in his career at SSF. 

Also in May, SSF announced the appointment of Partner, Bob Belshe, to Audit Partner-in-Charge. With over 
15 years of accounting and management experience, Bob works with some of the firm’s most complex clients, 
particularly companies in the venture capital, software, SaaS, semiconductor, and medical device industries. 
Throughout the course of his career at SSF, Bob has proved himself to be an invaluable leader and asset to 
the firm, and we look forward to seeing him thrive in this new role.  

SSF was also proud to be recognized for several awards in 2019. Notably, we were named one of the San 
Francisco Bay Area’s Top Workplaces of 2019 by the Bay Area News Group for the sixth year in a row. This 
distinction is a testament, and humble reminder, that our employees truly make our firm an inspirational place 
to work. Additionally, we were honored to receive ClearlyRated’s 2019 Best of Accounting Award for client 
service for the third year in a row. This award is particularly cherished to us because it is based solely on the 
ratings given to us by our clients, and for that, we thank each of you. 

Although 2019 was a year of many blessings for the firm, we also endured an unexpected tragedy when we 
lost one of our devoted leaders, John Moffat, in July. John’s firm, Slater Moffat Associates, was acquired by 
SSF in 2017, at which point he quickly became a trusted leader, mentor, and irreplaceable member of our 
Fresno office. John embodied every value of the firm; he was a devoted husband, an adored member of his 
community, and a valued part of the SSF family. John’s legacy will forever be branded in our hearts, and we 
dedicate this edition of Spotlight Magazine to our dear friend. 

On behalf of all of us at SSF, thank you for inspiring us to make each year better than the last. We look forward 
to seeing what 2020 has in store for us all. As an integral part of our story, we would love to hear from you. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions, comments, or ideas for how to better serve you and 
our community. 

   
 Warmest Regards,
 

LETTER FROM OUR 
MANAGING PARTNER

John Sensiba
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At Sensiba San Filippo (SSF), we believe in providing our 
clients with more than just a tax strategy or compliance 
report — we help families plan for their financial future, 
assist businesses in reaching their revenue goals, and 
we support CEOs and business owners with backend 
tasks so they can focus on their passion. When our 
clients worry less about their financial and tax matters, 
they have more time to do the things they love — that’s 
when we know we have done our job.

Our firm includes 17 partners and approximately 191 
additional professionals across the Bay Area, including: 
Fresno, Morgan Hill, Pleasanton, San Francisco, San 
Jose and San Mateo. Our size ensures that each office 
maintains the nimbleness to offer specialized services 
designed for our clients and their industries while 
creating meaningful relationships within the community 
they work and serve.

PROACTIVE COMMUNICATION

We believe that the key to ensuring our clients are well 
prepared for future growth starts with collaboration 
and communication. We find that having proactive 
discussions and planning strategy meetings enhances 
our ability to help our clients reach their fullest potential. 
Our proactive approach means that we do not wait to 
solve problems; we work to prevent them. 

COMMITMENT TO A
LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIP

We are proud to say that SSF has one of the highest 
client retention rates in the industry. In fact, 20% of our 
clients have remained with us for over 10 years. We 
believe that trust is earned, and we value the opportunity 
to prove to our clients that we are ready to serve them 
for years, and oftentimes generations, to come. 

 

WHO WE ARE
and what makes us a DIFFERENT kind of accounting firm

WHAT WE DO

ASSURANCE

SSF’s assurance team provides compilation, review and 
audit services for the benefit of company management 
as well as to provide the reliable, standardized, accurate 
reports to interested stakeholders — its creditors, 
investors, vendors, or even potential acquirers. Our 
professionals will help you to prepare and proactively 
anticipate what stakeholders will need as they assess 
your company, and to best prepare a response to any 
questions or feedback.   
  
RISK ASSURANCE SERVICES
Our Risk Assurance Services group assists clients in 
increasing the reliability and consistency of information 
produced by their business processes and IT systems. 
Our practice assists companies in establishing 
processes and controls necessary for assurance of 
information reported to both internal and external 
stakeholders. Services include:

• SSAE 16 (SOC 1)
• SOC 2 & 3
• WebTrust
• HIPAA compliance
• ISO/IEC 27018 Compliance
• GDPR Compliance

A CERTIFIED B CORP

To put it simply, SSF exists to help people. We aim to 
use our professional and personal skills to better the 
lives of our families, our communities, our clients and 
our colleagues. Similarly, we are also dedicated to 
constantly improving our Firm’s practices to create a 
more positive impact on our social and environmental 
footprint. That’s why we have become a Certified B 
Corporation, a new type of business dedicated to being 
a force for good in the business world. The certification 
required a rigorous assessment of the Firm’s social 
and environmental performance, accountability, and 
transparency. Not only does the B Corp certification 
help us better assess how our core values are aligned 
with our daily operations; it also helps us ensure that we 
are constantly improving the way we serve our local and 
global community. 

AN INTERNATIONAL REACH 

In order to better serve our clients with international 
business endeavors, SSF maintains an active role in 
Morison KSi, a global network of professional service 
firms with a presence in over 80 countries. Morison KSi 
was formed to offer its members a network of trusted 
resources for accounting, consulting, legal, and taxation 
services as well as referrals to local service providers. 
SSF has cultivated strong relationships with member 
firms around the world so that we can support our 
client’s global needs on an immediate basis.

TAX

SSF’s tax team works with clients to find appropriate 
solutions to maximize their tax benefits and savings. 
When it comes to tax planning, clients need more 
than technical guidance from their service advisors. 
Our firm takes a combined approach of delivering 
specialized technical expertise in our client’s industry 
as well as a deep understanding of our client’s specific 
circumstances. Services include:

Business Tax Planning & Compliance
•  Multi-State Tax
•  Research & Development and Government 

Incentives
•  Exit Strategy Development and Implementation
•  Domestic & Foreign Entity Structuring

Private Wealth Planning & Compliance
•  Estate Tax Planning & Compliance
•  Real Estate Transactions
•  Stock Option Planning
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SSF CONSULTING (CLIENT ACCOUNTING SERVICES “CAS”)

Our CAS teams support small and medium sized businesses and not-for-profits in variety of verticals, including software, 
consumer products, healthcare and not for profits.  We use best in class cloud software solutions to produce accurate and 
timely financial information for decision making. We focus on your goals and design solutions to help you achieve them. 
From transaction level processing to virtual controllership and virtual CFO, we provide a flexible, customized solution to 
meet your specific business needs today and in the future. Our onboarding process begins with an assessment of your 
current state, remediation and clean-up of historical data, documentation of policies and procedures and transitioning to 
ongoing monthly support. Services include:

• Full outsourcing of the accounting function, including 
transaction level processing and payroll 

• Cash flow forecasting and budgeting
• Cost accounting review/support

• Chart of accounts review
• Virtual CFO and virtual Controller 
• Technical accounting consultations
• Preparation of financial statements

FAMILY OFFICE
Our family office services range from planning and administration, to monitoring and compliance. We function as your 
personal Chief Financial Officer, overseeing the many aspects of their personal financial world, while also assisting with 
more targeted goals such as succession planning and philanthropic strategies. Services include:

• Tax planning, advisory and compliance coordination
• Financial analysis monitoring (including bill pay)
• Cash flow planning, management and opportunity
• Consolidated online investment performance reporting
• Implementation of trust, estate and gift strategies

• Organizing estate planning
• Managing multiple advisors
• Philanthropic planning and organization
• Family governance and coaching

RISK ADVISORY SERVICES
SSF’s Risk Advisory Services group delivers a wide range of integrated services to help clients meet their compliance 
needs.  We can augment or fully outsource your internal audit function and Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) compliance efforts, 
working directly with management and your auditors. We provide practical and realistic solutions to mitigate risks and 
enhance the overall quality of your system of internal controls. From risk assessments and selection of controls, to 
audits, testing, remediation and reporting, we have you covered every step of the way. Our approach and documentation 
has passed the scrutiny of the Big 4. Services include:

• SOX compliance
• Outsourced Internal Audit
• Internal control assessments
• IPO preparation
• Financial close assessments
• Royalty/CAM compliance
• Enterprise risk assessments
• Loan compliance
• Process improvement assessments

We continue to evaluate the cloud base technology that we bring to clients.  Current offerings include bill.com, 
Avalara, Expensify, and Nexonia.

STRATEGIC AND ADVISORY
SSF Consulting has a group of seasoned CFO advisors available to assist companies across a wide range of transactions; 
including M&A on both the buy and sell side of the transaction.  SSF Consulting can advise you through the process 
ensuring that decisions are made with your best interests in mind. Services include:
 
• Business plan preparation
• Forecasting / Modeling
• Quality of Earnings analysis
• Due diligence / Target assessment
• Offer evaluation

• Integration
• NOL leverage / planning
• System selection
• Transaction negotiation

• Cloud based accounting system
• Only accounting system to receive seal of approval from the AICPA
• One source of the truth
• Access to information when you need it and how you want it with secure cloud accounting
• Unparalleled Dashboard and reporting capabilities

• This cloud based platform gives you real-time planning, forecasting and reporting with your existing ERP
• Easy to learn, LimeLight looks and feels like Excel, but with the added critical features you need:  

Dashboards, workflow, change control and much, much more
• ERP Agnostic, this software can be integrated with your current systems
• Moves what you previously managed in Excel into a single workspace that automatically consolidates 

financial and operational data for immediate analysis
• Collaborate across departments in real time, forecast as needed and track planning progress

• Cloud based platform for accounting and financial close automation
• Recognized by Gartner as a Leader
• Streamlines the financial close process through the automation of workflows and streamlining the 

management of period end accounting and financial reporting activities
• Standardizes and automates the reconciliation process, minimizing the risk of material errors and 

misstatements

• Wherefour is a cloud-based inventory, production, and traceability software, designed for the needs of 
food, beverage, and natural product manufacturers

• Control production, maintain quality and safety, and keep track of raw and finished goods at all times
• Manufacturers also have the power to forecast future production needs and create robust “what if” 

scenarios using material requirements planning (MRP) analysis
• Save time and money by enabling you to access and monitor production and inventory data through a 

modern, mobile-friendly platform making day-to-day production and operations run smoothly
• Integrates with ERP

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Growing businesses are built on solid financial management. Accounting systems that produce timely and accurate 
information and that can integrate with other software packages that you use in your business are the cornerstone to 
achieving efficiency in your finance organization and preparing you for growth.  When coupled with a cloud-based software 
package that can streamline your financial close, enhance internal controls and provide visibility to management, you 
have a recipe for sound management of your finance organization. That is why we have teamed up with Sage Intacct, 
LimeLight, Blackline and Wherefour. 
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COMMUNITY IMPACT CULTURE STRONG

WE’RE PROUD OF OUR CULTURE!

At SSF we work together, we play together and support one another.

These priorities are set from the top and are echoed throughout the firm. While we expect nothing less than each other’s 
highest level of effort on the job, a big part of who we are revolves around knowing that life isn’t all about work — we believe 
that it’s more important to appreciate family and have fun.

We care about our employees’ health and well-being and offer a comprehensive wellness program that includes healthy 
office snacks, discounted fitness memberships, on-site chair massages during busy season and participation in firm softball 
games, golf tournaments or group walkathon fundraisers.

SSF also has a very diverse staff from many different cultures and backgrounds. Approximately 65 percent of our employees 
are women.

WE TAKE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERIOUSLY.

One of the best aspects about SSF’s size is that you will gain the experience of working with clients directly and work with 
different aspects of a project more quickly than with a larger firm. We are large enough that you can specialize in specific 
industries or areas of technical expertise that appeal to you. SSF frequently hosts both in-house and external trainings to 
keep you educated on “best practices” and innovative techniques.

WE OFFER COMPETITIVE SALARIES AND BENEFITS.

SSF offers a very competitive salary and benefits package — including medical, dental, vision and 401(k) for all full-time 
employees.

SENSIBA SAN FILIPPO EXISTS TO HELP PEOPLE.

We use our professional and personal skills to improve the lives of our families, our communities, our clients and
our colleagues.

ORGANIZATIONS 
HELPED

26

3

AWARDS

Best of Accounting
Healthiest Employers

Top Workplace

VOLUNTEER
HOURS

3,784

3

3

EMPLOYEE
VOLUNTEER RATE

66% of SSF

Employees Volunteer

3

DONATIONS

Over $78,000

Donated

3

FAMILY. COMMUNITY. FIRM.
(in that order)
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In June 2019, the Senate introduced 
the Corporate Transparency Act, 
legislation aimed at combatting the 
fraudulent use of corporations in the 
United States. The Act intends to 
prevent criminals from deceptively 
creating and exploiting corporations 
for personal gain, a long-standing 
concern among international allies 
of the U.S. as well as U.S. politicians 
from both parties. 

Although the Act specifically 
aims to prevent financial crimes, 
legitimately-run small businesses 
are likely to bear the brunt of the 
burden due to an increase in filing 
requirements. To prepare for the 
potential changes ahead, here 
is an overview of the Corporate 
Transparency Act and what small 
businesses can expect to see if the 
bill is signed into law.

BACKGROUND

The current process for creating 
a corporation in the United 
States leaves significant room for 
criminals to conduct their activities 
anonymously. Currently, U.S. states 
do not require all corporations to 
provide the identities of those funding 
or benefiting from their operations. 
Unfortunately, criminals and 
fictitious organizations can easily 
take advantage of this shortcoming 
by anonymously creating fake 
businesses, or “shell” businesses, 
to disguise their illegal activities. 
Although shell entities are not 
directly unlawful, criminals can use 
them to conduct tax evasion, money 
laundering, terrorist financing, 

and other financial crimes. The 
Corporate Transparency Act hopes 
to combat this trend by requiring all 
limited liability companies (LLCs) 
and S Corporations (S Corps) to 
disclose the true identities of the 
business owners or other business 
beneficiaries.

THE ACT’S POTENTIAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

If passed, corporations will be 
required to provide the Treasury 
Department’s Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network (FinCEN) 
with the identity of each person 
benefiting from the business. The 
name, date of birth, current address, 
and driver’s license or passport 
number of each shareholder or 
beneficial party must be provided at 
the time of formation and updated 
annually to reflect any updates or 
additional owners. A “beneficial 
party” is considered anyone with 
considerable ownership (25% or 
more), substantial control over the 
company, or anyone who receives 

significant benefits from the assets 
of the company. Failure to comply 
with these reporting requirements 
could result in fines up to $10,000 
or up to 3 years in prison. Certain 
entities would be exempt from this 
ownership reporting requirement, 
including banks, insurance 
companies, and companies 
exceeding 20 full-time employees 
and $5 million gross revenues. 
However, these entities would still 
be required to file information with 
FinCEN to prove their eligibility for 
their filing exemption. 

GROWING PRIVACY 
CONCERNS 

Following the introduction of the Act, 
widespread concerns over privacy 
and data verification have been 
raised. Many critics have questioned 
whether FinCEN has the proper 
resources and security to handle 
the influx of data that the Act would 
intrinsically create. Furthermore, 
the bill ambiguously states that 
“appropriate protocols” will be used 

by local law enforcement agencies 
to obtain the required beneficiary 
data — a vague statement that has 
caused some to wonder whether 
protocols have been considered. 
Additionally, if FinCEN houses 
the data, the documents would be 
available to law enforcement upon 
request. Further security measures 
may be demanded to ensure 
FinCEN prevents criminals from 
electronically breaching the system 
or impersonating law enforcement 
agencies. Future amendments to 
the Act may address these issues, 
in the meantime, it is important 
for businesses to be aware of the 
privacy risks at hand.

WHAT SMALL BUSINESSES 
CAN DO TO PREPARE

The filing itself is not intended to be 
difficult, nor is it expected to take 
an unusually long time to complete. 
However, any increase in filing 

requirements will consequently 
impact smaller companies that 
already struggle to meet numerous 
other preexisting filing obligations 
and deadlines. 
 
Because the Act carries hefty 
consequences for those failing to 
comply with the requirements, it’s 
a good idea for small businesses 
to ask their tax practitioner if initial 
and ongoing filings can be added to 
their annual tax return preparation 
services. Many FinCEN filings are 

already prepared by tax practitioners 
(such as foreign bank account 
reporting) and the filings required 
by the new Act are likely to follow a 
similar process. Adding these filings 
to your current services package can 
help eliminate unnecessary stress 
and ensure that your business is 
meeting its compliance obligations.

HOW THE CORPORATE TRANSPARENCY ACT
OF 2019 MAY AFFECT SMALL BUSINESSES

Scott Anderson

office: 408.286.7780
email: sanderson@ssfllp.com

AUTHOR
Scott Anderson

Audit Partner
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WHY WE BECAME A B CORP –
A BUSINESS OWNER’S PERSPECTIVE

John Sensiba

A couple of decades ago, most business owners would 
have argued that social responsibility had little to do 
with the mission of a business. Today, however, we are 
witnessing a movement of companies that are using their 
corporate success as a tool for social and environmental 
change. 
 
More and more businesses are proving that a successful 
business can, and should be, equal parts profit and 
purpose. On top of maintaining healthy profit margins, 
these businesses are making a noticeable impact on 
the health and sustainability of their communities, 
employees, and all-around global economy. 
 
All of these factors were critical when my colleagues and 
I decided to become a certified B Corporation (B Corp). 
A B Corp is a business that has been verified by the 
independent non-profit, B Lab, to uphold a strict level of 
corporate, social, and environmental responsibility. We 
believe that becoming a B Corp has been one of the 
most valuable business decisions we have made — and 
here is why.
 
WHAT IS A B CORP?

Becoming a certified B Corp requires a rigorous 
assessment that measures the extent to which the 
company balances monetary success with doing good. 
The B Impact Assessment requires an in-depth analysis 
of the company’s business practices and the impact 
they have on their employees, customers, supply chain, 
community, and environment. The assessment consists 
of approximately 200 questions that vary based on 
the company’s size and industry. Businesses may use 
the B Impact Assessment as a free online evaluation 
tool to measure their company’s impact. Then, when 
they are ready to become a B Corp, they may submit 
the assessment to B Lab for third-party verification, 
evaluation, and certification. Maintaining certification 
requires you to update your B Impact Assessment and 
recertify your scores every three years in addition to 
being ready for an in-person spot audit at any given time. 
 

If you think this sounds like a lot of work, you are 
undoubtedly correct. It can take months to complete 
and obtain B Corp certification, not to mention extensive 
labor to track, record, and collect a massive amount of 
data. So, why put yourself and your business through 
this tedious task? Aside from positively impacting the 
community, we have found the B Corp values to be 
increasingly relevant when it comes to building 
a successful business that 
people trust and value. 
 
WALK THE WALK
YOU TALK

Most businesses have 
a set of core values and 
operational practices that 
govern their organization. 
In most cases, these 
core values cover factors 
like employee happiness, 
customer satisfaction, 
and often a homage to 
the betterment of the 
community. However, how 
often do you get the opportunity 
to prove that you abide by these 
beliefs? Becoming a B Corp gives 
life to these claims, which is valuable to 
employees and consumers as well as immensely 
important when it comes to adding substance to 
your mission and practices. 
 
ACCOUNTABILITY AND ADAPTABILITY

 
The economy is ever-evolving. Markets change, 
consumer demand shifts, and new technologies 
are continually improving the way we do business. 
Consumers today are no longer fooled by marketing 
claims; they want cold hard facts and proof that 
companies are being transparent about their operations. 
The B Corp assessment creates a baseline for current 
practices by requiring management to scrutinize every 

Employees Environment

Community

enterprise. The B Impact Assessment is free to use as 
a framework for assessing your overall impact and self-
adjusting your practices as needed. For those looking 
to complete certification, having buy-in and support 
from your organization’s leadership team is exceedingly 
helpful when it comes time to identify shortcomings and 
make adjustments to policies and culture. Assembling a 
task force with a representative from every department 
(Human Resources, IT, Marketing, Finance, etc.) can 
help create a cohesive vision and maximize efficiency 
during the data gathering and assessment phases. 
For extra support, you can hire a B Corp assessment 
consultant to help guide you through the requirements, 
gather data, and navigate the audit process. 
 
Joining the B Corp community has given our firm the 
tools to make a tangible difference in the lives of our 
families, communities, and our firm. Ultimately, it is a 
promise to ourselves and the world that we exist to fight 
for a better future. 

way their organization impacts others. The evaluation 
highlights practices that are working, identifies 
operational inefficiencies, and creates a roadmap for 
constantly comparing and improving future strategies. 
 
IT’S MORE THAN PROFIT

At the surface, all businesses exist to make a profit. 
However, consumer demand for increased transparency 
and regulations is making it clear that a company’s actions 
and operational choices directly impact marketability. 
The B Corp community, or the “B Economy,” creates 
a network of like-minded businesses with which to 
work and grow. It gives management the power to 
spend budget dollars and build relationships with other 

companies that operate in a way 
that betters the world around 

them. This creates a supply 
chain of businesses that 
use their practices as a 
force for good. 
 
ADDRESSING 

CONSUMER TRENDS

Ultimately, the behaviors of 
B Corps focus on the success 
of everyone in the community, 
not just the owners and 
employees of the business. 
This community-centric trend 

is gaining massive popularity 
in younger generations looking 

to invest their time and money in 
companies that share a cause they 

care about. Likewise, many investors 
are emphasizing environmental, social, 

and governance (ESG) factors when building their 
investment portfolios. Successive generations 

of workers, consumers, and investors will demand 
that the organizations they associate with be mission-
focused rather than profit-focused. As transparency 
becomes increasingly accessible, businesses will need 
to adapt to these shifts to survive. 

ADVICE FOR BUSINESS OWNERS

Although rewarding, undergoing the B Corp certification 
process will undoubtedly take time, patience, and 
diligence. It’s important to know that you don’t have to 
become a certified B Corp to create a mission-based 

office:
925.271.8700

email:
jsensiba@ssfllp.com

AUTHOR
John Sensiba
Managing Partner
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) has 
become one of the hottest topics. 
So how does AI fit into Finance? As 
a field that is focused on executing 
strategies with wide-reaching 
impacts, the addition of AI to current 
functions can vastly lighten the load 
for finance teams. In this article, 
we’re going to take a closer look at 
what an AI is, how it works and the 
positive impacts it can have on the 
office of finance.

FROM SCI-FI CHARACTER TO 
BUSINESS APPLICATION

The most popular portrayals of AI 
are found in science fiction – such 
as a “Terminator” or “Blade Runner” 
type of humanoid robot. It looks and 
behaves like a human, but is made 
of metal, wiring and plastic. While 
building robots that emulate human 
abilities are definitely in the works, 
there are other more immediately 
practical uses for AI technology.

AI is a software or hardware that 
emulates human intelligence in 
some shape or form. In this context, 
AI does not need to look or sound 
like a human being – rather, it is 
able to imitate or perform functions 
that previously needed to be done 
by a person. This means that AI 
can be anything from a chatbot on 

a website to a self-checkout device 
at a grocery store – either way, both 
aim to emulate human intelligence 
in a way that’s useful to people.

TEACHING A MACHINE 
HOW TO THINK – MACHINE 
LEARNING

The methods by which AI can be 
achieved are just as diverse as 
the types of AI researchers want to 
create. One such method that’s been 
picking up a lot of steam is called 
Machine Learning (ML). Machine 
Learning aims to teach machines 
how to make judgements through 
algorithmic pattern recognition. 
By learning how to make the right 
decision through multiple iterations 
of massive amounts of data, ML-
based AI’s will not need to be 
programmed for every conceivable 
scenario, making it an adaptive 
application that’s easier to deploy.

The complexity of the decisions 
that a ML-based AI can make 
really depends on how it’s trained. 
Currently, there are three key 
methods by which ML-based AIs 
can learn how to make decisions – 
Supervised ML, Unsupervised ML 
and Reinforcement Learning. Here’s 
a brief description of all three:

1. Supervised ML – these AIs 
learn by referring to “tags” given 
to them by people. They make 
a decision by cross-referencing 
these tags against the data they 
receive. While the tags need to 
made by people, these AIs can 
churn out high quality data as a 
result.

2. Unsupervised ML – with this 
method, the AI is given an 
algorithm that allows it to draw 
intrinsic information on the 
data it receives. By drawing 
comparisons, it’s able to make 
predictions on the data it’s 
given.

3. Reinforcement Learning – by 
giving AIs information on a final 
result of a process and a plethora 
of processes to analyze, these 
AIs are able to see patterns in 
how a result is achieved and 
better predict the outcomes of 
future processes.

While not entirely autonomous, ML-
based AIs have the potential to take 
over repetitive yet nuanced finance 
functions, as well as provide useful 
insights to support higher-level 
business development in the office 
of finance.

Supervised-ML AIs – The Helpful 
Accountant
Basic accounting functions that are 
nuanced but predictably consistent 
are a great match for this type 
of AI. Basic Accounts Payable, 
Receivable, Payroll tasks can be 
completed accurately and efficiently, 
tailored to the needs of team 
members. Report-building will also 
become easier as this AI can gather 
data and pre-fill templates on a 
regular basis. Finance departments 
will have a very reliable 24/7 
accountant that can perform simple 
tasks and find data on their behalf.

Unsupervised-ML AIs – The 
Predictive Data Analyst
As an AI that predicts rather than 
decides, Unsupervised-ML AIs can 
be a powerful ally in building realistic 
budgets and forecasts. Drawing past 
data out of an ERP, it can analyze 
existing numbers and provide 
finance teams with possibilities 
on what the future can look like. 
Moreover, it can offer the probability 
of whether specific fiscal scenarios 
will play out and how likely their 
numbers will change due to industry 
trends. This will give finance teams 
a stronger foundation on which to 
budget and forecast, allowing them 
to make better business decisions 
for the future.

Reinforcement-ML AIs – Advisor 
to the CFO
This is the AI that can hyper-focus 
on big picture objectives such as 
what steps the CFO would need 
to take to maximize revenue. 
Working in tandem with multiple 
data sources including the finance 
team and the CFO themselves, the 
Reinforcement-ML AI can analyze 
a company’s financial footsteps to 
determine which decisions made 
the biggest differences in revenue. 
These insights in turn can be sorted 
into negative and positive changes 
and mapped out to recommend the 
order and timing for these changes. 
All-in-all, the CFO will gain a very 
useful advisor who can provide 
timely and relevant information on 
important long-term decisions.

AI AND THE FUTURE OF FINANCE
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THE POTENTIAL OF AI TO TRANSFORM FINANCE

Based on how it learns to process data, the skills offered by ML-based AI can benefit the Office of Finance in multiple 
ways. Here is our vision on what each type of ML-based AI can do for the office of finance.

While AI technology is still in its infancy, it has the potential to greatly enhance and benefit finance & accounting teams. 
Here at Limelight, we have already begun exploring the potential possibilities of embedding AI in our own platform.
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OPPORTUNITY ZONES - REAPING THE
REWARDS OF RAW LAND INVESTMENTS

Anna Baker

With the generous tax incentives available to taxpayers 
investing capital gains in Opportunity Zones, real estate-
focused businesses and investors should consider 
immediate action. The opportunity for long-term tax 
benefits combined with potentially significant returns 
from appreciated real estate appear unparalleled, and, 
if properly structured and managed, could give rise to 
greater tax savings than traditional real estate gain-
deferral techniques. 

To realize the benefits, Investors might form a closely-
held Qualified Opportunity Fund (QOF) that invests in 
a Qualified Opportunity Zone Business (QOZB) which 
is acquired or established to purchase raw land as its 
primary Qualified Opportunity Zone Business Property 
(QOZBP). Unlike other QOZBP, in order for raw land to 
meet the QOZBP criteria, it need not meet an original 
use test or a substantial improvement test but must be 
used in operating a trade or business. Thus a QOZB 
could acquire raw land with the expectation that it will 
appreciate over time, and, during the time the QOZB 
operates, the raw land could be used to generate income. 
Possible QOZB may include real estate development 
enterprises, agricultural enterprises, leasing operations, 
or other businesses capable of generating revenue from 
land with potentially minimal capital improvements. Such 
opportunities may exist in both urban and rural areas 
designated as Opportunity Zones. 

TAX INCENTIVES – AN OVERVIEW

Taxpayers with realized capital gains arising from 
transactions between unrelated parties can defer 
recognition and taxation of gains by investing in a QOFs. 
Capital gains can be from any source and must generally 
be invested in a QOF within 180 days of the realization 
triggering transaction. Gains reinvested may qualify for 
the following temporary and permanent tax benefits:

1. 100% of gain deferral until the earlier of an 
inclusion event or December 31, 2026;

2. possible 10% permanent exclusion of gain held in 
QOF for more than five years;

3. possible additional 5% permanent exclusion of gain 
held in QOF for more than seven years; and 

4. possible 100% permanent exclusion of gain specific 
to the appreciation of a QOF investment held ten 
years or more. Only gains invested in QOF prior 
to December 31, 2026 are eligible for these tax 
benefits.

INVESTORS

Any type of entity may invest in a QOF. Pass-through 
entities can either elect deferral by investing in a QOF 
directly or can pass out any realized gain to the owners 
for investment in QOF as they choose. A closely held 
QOF can be established and held by one or a few 
investors. Such an arrangement would permit investors 

parking lot could potentially cover the underlying cost of 
maintaining the land while meeting the QOZBP criteria. 

Similarly, raw land could be acquired for use in a vessel 
storage facility business, as a recreational vehicle 
park, or for any other storage type trade or business 
that requires minimal management and nominal capital 
improvements. 

Consider also an animal boarding facility or an 
equestrian operation. Minimal fencing costs and stable 
construction could be sufficient to establish a facility 
that is income producing for use in a trade or business 
without significant capital outlay. Appreciation could 
continue while revenue is generated through boarding 
or training operations. 

LEASING

A QOF or QOZB lease to an unrelated party is eligible 
QOZBP for any “arms-length” leases entered into after 
Dec. 31, 2017. Related party leases are permissible if 
certain criteria are met. Triple net leases are not QOZBP, 
so raw land leases may be QOZBP provided there is 
adequate owner participation in the operations and the 
leases are not triple net. Consider our examples above 
involving a parking lot, storage site, or animal boarding 
facility. If raw land is leased to such a business but does 
not itself operate the business, as long as the QOF or 
QOZB retains responsibility for maintaining or making 
any capital improvements, the lease should be QOZBP. 

FARMING

Many agricultural areas are designated QOZs. 
Agricultural businesses might invest gain in a QOF that 
then purchases raw land used to generate income from 
the production and sale of produce. Alternatively, land 

to retain greater control over the use and management 
of gains and the QOF investment. 

HOW TO INVEST

A QOF is required to hold 90% of its assets in the form of 
QOZBP either directly or through ownership of a QOZB. 
A QOZB, in turn, must hold 70% of all tangible property 
in the form of QOZBP and it must derive 50% of its gross 
income from the active trade or business in the QOZ. 
QOZBP must meet the following tests to qualify: 1) the 
original use test; 2) the substantially improved test, and 
3) held for use in a QOZB’s trade or business. Raw land 
is exempt from the first two requirements.  

Raw land cannot qualify as QOZBP if it is held for 
investment purposes only, so there must be an active 
business purpose for holding the land. A variety of 
possible structures exist for meeting the QOZBP 
requirement for raw land while still benefiting from the 
inherent appreciation. Some examples may include a fee-
based parking lot, public storage of vehicles or vessels 
without the need for costly structural improvements, 
leasing property to another party other than in a triple-
net-lease arrangement, or farming the land. 

PARKING AND STORAGE

A QOF might purchase a well-located piece of raw land in 
an urban area for example, and might minimally improve 
the land for income production purposes. Consider for 
example raw land near an event center where parking 
may be limited and costly. The QOF or QOZB could 
minimally improve the land by installing base rock or 
pavement and a small parking toll structure. Overhead 
costs and business oversight time could be minimal as 
the operations and management need not be daily. The 
revenue generated from this special event operated 
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might be minimally improved with a warehouse for food 
storage, a food packaging or sorting facility, or a farm 
stand for sale of produce. Agricultural based businesses 
purchasing raw land through a QOF are poised to 
benefit from the new Opportunity Zone incentives with 
potentially minor modifications or expansions to their 
existing business.

RAW LAND FOR USE IN DEVELOPMENT

Alternatively, consider an agricultural business wishing to 
substantially improve a portion of the raw land acquired 
by a QOF in order to provide affordable housing for local 
and migrant workers. The land and improvements would 
be QOZBP and income producing through the rental of 
constructed units.

This scenario could apply to a variety of real estate 
development projects and businesses. After several 
years, the company might sell the land and the attached 
structure at a significant gain and yet be exempt from 
taxation on the appreciation. 

Investors operating real estate development based 
businesses must be careful since raw land may be 
inventory if it becomes part of the active trade of 
developing and selling real-estate generating ordinary 
income which is not eligible for QOZ tax incentive 
benefits. 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Investment in QOF to purchase raw land and the 
corresponding tax deferral benefits may be more 
advantageous than those of a 1031 exchange. Investing 
in a QOF allows for both temporary and permanent tax 
deferrals on gains, provides greater investor liquidity 
since only the gain portion must be reinvested, and 
permits investors with capital gains from non-real estate 
investments the opportunity for tax deferral. 

Can you deduct medical and dental 
expenses? That’s a complicated 
question. To start with, your 
deductions must exceed 7.5 percent 
of your adjusted gross income. 
And they have to fall into an IRS-
approved category.

Deductible medical expenses may 
include, but aren’t limited to the 
following:

• Payments of fees 
to doctors, dentists, 
surgeons, chiropractors, 
psychiatrists, psychologists 
and nontraditional medical 
practitioners.

• Payments for inpatient hospital 
care or residential nursing 
home care, if the availability 
of medical care is the principal 
reason for being in the nursing 
home, including the cost of 
meals and lodging charged by 
the hospital or nursing home. 
However, if medical care isn’t 
the principal reason for the 
nursing home stay, then the 
deduction is limited to medical 
care costs only.

• Payments for acupuncture 
treatments or inpatient 
treatment at a center for 
alcohol or drug addiction, for 
participating in a smoking-
cessation program, and for 
drugs to alleviate nicotine 
withdrawal that require a 
prescription.

• Payments to participate in 
a weight-loss program for a 
specific disease or diseases 
diagnosed by a physician, 

including obesity; but not 
ordinarily payments for diet 
food items or the payment of 
health club dues.

• Payments for insulin and 
payments for drugs that require 
a prescription.

• Payments made for admission 
and transportation to a medical 
conference relating to a chronic 
disease that you, your spouse, 
or your dependents have (if 
the costs are primarily for 
and essential to necessary 
medical care). However, you 
may not deduct costs of meals 
and lodging while attending a 
medical conference.

• Payments for false teeth, 
reading or prescription 
eyeglasses or contact lenses, 
hearing aids, crutches, 
wheelchairs, and for a guide 
dog or other service animal to 
assist the visually impaired or 
hearing-disabled person, or for 
a person with other physical 
disabilities.

• Payments for transportation 
primarily for and essential to 
medical care that qualifies as 
medical expenses — payments 
of the actual fare for a taxi, 
bus, train, ambulance or for 
transportation by personal car 
to include the amount of your 
actual out-of-pocket expenses, 
gas, oil, etc. Standard mileage 
rate for medical expenses, plus 
the cost of tolls and parking 
apply as well.

Payments for insurance policy 
premiums that cover medical care 

or for a qualified long-term care 
insurance policy are both deductible, 
but there are some caveats:

• If you’re an employee, don’t 
include in medical expenses 
the portion of your premiums 
treated as paid by your 
employer under its sponsored 
group accident, health policy 
or qualified long-term care 
insurance policy.

• Don’t include premiums that 
you paid under your employer-
sponsored policy under a 
premium conversion policy 
(pre-tax), paid by an employer-
sponsored health insurance 
plan (cafeteria plan), or any 
other medical and dental 
expenses unless the premiums 
are included in box 1 of your 
Form W-2, Wage and Tax 
Statement.

Only include medical expenses 
paid during the year and use 
the expenses only once on 
the return. Reduce your total 
deductible medical expenses by 
any reimbursement, whether you 
receive the reimbursement directly 
or it’s paid on your behalf to doctors, 
a hospital or other medical provider.

This is just a summary of a 
complicated series of rules. If you’re 
unsure about your situation, consult 
with a qualified professional.

MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES:
WHAT CAN YOU DEDUCT?

Thomson Reuters
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BIG CHANGES COMING TO
CALIFORNIA’S GIG ECONOMY

Monic Ramirez

ARE YOU READY FOR CALIFORNIA’S WORKER 
RECLASSIFICATION RULES?

The gig economy includes millions of people across 
virtually every industry. Industries like healthcare, 
finance, agriculture, construction, and transportation 
have a particularly high number of contract workers, and 
companies like Uber, Lyft, and DoorDash have widely 
normalized the independent contractor model. 

However, significant changes are coming for millions of 
California contractor workers. 

On September 18, 2019, Governor Newsom signed into 
law Assembly Bill 5, a controversial bill that will require 
businesses to classify more workers as employees 
rather than independent contractors come January 2020. 
This sweeping bill will require companies to reevaluate 
everything from hiring tactics and operational models, 
to labor costs and growth strategies. To best prepare 
for these changes, it’s essential to understand the new 
classification rules and how they will likely affect you and 
your business. 

BASICS OF THE GIG ECONOMY

Over the last few decades, we have seen the rise of 
the gig economy — an employment trend where many 
workers have traded in their 401(k) and healthcare 
benefits for flexible contract work and more freedom to 
move, travel, and skip from project to project. Gig workers 
are particularly popular in industries such as rideshare, 
trucking, food delivery, and various app-based services 
that allow for contract positions. 

While working outside of the traditional constrictions 
of a job has its perks for the worker, companies began 
embracing the gig economy to save on essential 
overhead costs, including recruitment costs, human 
resources, health benefits, salaries, and taxes. 

While the gig economy has been around for quite some 
time, the influx of gig workers has gained the attention 
of legislators and lawmakers unsettled by big companies 
taking advantage of contract workers in a negative 
way. Workers classified as “contractors” have been 
exempt from basic protections like minimum wage, sick 

leave, unemployment insurance, Social Security, and 
Medicare. This has ultimately led the state of California 
to pass Assembly Bill 5, a bill that will change the way 
companies legally categorize their workers. 

WHAT IS CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY BILL 5?

Going into effect January 1, 2020, California Assembly 
Bill 5 (AB 5) seeks to create more stringent criteria for 
how companies classify an independent contractor 
versus an employee. Under this new law, the state will 
treat all workers as employees unless the company can 
prove that a worker is, in fact, an independent contractor. 

THE ABC TEST 

The ABC test is a three-step test that businesses will be 
required to use if they wish to classify a worker as an 
independent contractor. The test was the result of the 
Dynamex Operations West, Inc. vs. Superior Court of 
LA County court case, wherein Dynamex delivery drivers 
sued the company to be treated as employees — and 
they won. A worker may be classified as an independent 
contractor if all of the below criteria are met: 

1. The worker is free from the control and direction of 
the hiring company in relation to the performance 
of the work, both under the contract for the 
performance and in fact

2. The worker performs work that is outside the usual 
course of the hirer’s business

3. The worker is customarily engaged in an 
independently established trade, occupation, or 
business of the same nature as the work performed 
for the hiring company 

If all three of these requirements are met, the company 
may successfully classify the worker as an independent 
contractor. Note that there is a caveat stating that an 
employer cannot reclassify an employee to a contractor 
if a worker was in employee status as of January 1, 2019. 

TAX IMPLICATIONS OF AB 5

As mentioned above, independent contractors are not 
entitled to the same labor laws that protect workers 
classified as employees, and reclassifying workers will 
inherently result in some tax implications for businesses. 
Perhaps most notably, independent contractors are 
responsible for paying the entire portion of their federal 
payroll taxes. This is an appealing benefit for the 

companies saving a significant 
amount of money on operational 
costs. However, AB 5 will 
drastically increase the 
number of workers 
formally classified 
as employees, thus 
requiring businesses 
to pay for payroll taxes 
and other benefits 
that were previously 
unpaid by the 
employer. Because of 
this, contract-dependent 
businesses could see a 
radical increase in their overall labor costs. 

OTHER THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

It’s important to note that some types of workers are 
exempt from AB 5, including licensed insurance agents, 
direct sales salespersons, licensed real estate agents, 
individuals performing professional services under a 
contract with another business, and others performing 
services under a subcontract. Although these types of 
workers are exempt from reclassification under AB 5, 
these occupations are still subject to the test that was 
adopted as a result of Borello case in 1989.

Failure to adhere to the rules of AB 5 could result in a 
civil penalty for each violation or individual employee 
classification of up to $25,000, plus other fines. Because 
of this, it is extremely important for businesses to 
understand which workers will need to be reclassified 
and how to correctly convert those contractors to 
employees. 
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Jessica Mendiola

We are living in an age of convenience —a time where 
just about anything can be ordered online and delivered 
straight to your doorstep. As more consumers choose 
the convenience of online outlets over instore retailers, 
manufacturers are flocking toward selling their products 
on an easy-to-use online platform. Aside from ditching 
the storefront, there are some important things to 
consider when moving your distribution channels to the 
internet.

While distribution channels have not largely changed 
over time, the demand of consumers to have fast and 
convenient delivery has become the norm. Amazon.
com and other online shopping outlets have become 
the choice for shoppers and therefore the necessity for 
companies to adapt to. Even the fresh food industry 
has been shook by Amazon Fresh and meal distribution 

companies like Blue Apron. How does this affect your 
distribution strategy?

There are two types of distribution channels: direct and 
indirect. As the names would imply, direct distribution is a 
direct sale between the manufacturer and the consumer, 
and indirect distribution is when a manufacturer utilizes 
a wholesaler or retailer to sell their products. There 
are pros and cons associated with either method, and 
deciding the right choice for a business heavily depends 
on the trends and preferences of the consumers.

DIRECT DISTRIBUTION 

This relationship-driven model gives companies 
complete control of the overall consumer process. They 
control the consumer experience, the brand image as 

DIRECT VS. INDIRECT DISTRIBUTION
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well as have the added benefit of direct interaction and 
relationship building with the consumer. This control also 
eliminates intermediaries, thus reducing outside fees 
like commissions, broker fees, and reduces allowances 
such as advertising and promotional expenses.

On the downside, with great control comes great 
responsibility — and risk. In a direct distribution setting, 
the company bears 100 percent of the financial risks. 
Selling directly to consumers requires impeccable 
documentation and tax records due to the increased 
likelihood of an audit. The startup cost for direct 
distribution will also be much higher depending on 
the necessity to purchase delivery trucks, equipment, 
warehouses, etc. This cost generally pays off down the 
road, but requires significant capital upfront.

When it comes to selling products online, it’s important 
that the customer’s shopping cart show instant, accurate 
sales tax calculations — which need to be monitored for 
current rates and taxation rules. Final prices must also 
consider individual state taxes and exemptions. For this 
reason, many direct distributors purchase technology to 
automate their operational and financial processes to 
reduce error and labor costs.

INDIRECT DISTRIBUTION

With indirect distribution, companies gain a significant 
competitive advantage. They gain access to an 
increased consumer base without the challenge of 
getting the customer through the door. This grants them 
more time to focus on their product, their customer base 
and increasing the range of their target consumer. The 
startup cost will be lower, and the relationship generally 
makes the process much simpler for the distributer. 
Additionally, since sales tax is only required to be paid 
once, selling to third-party distributers will likely lead to 
an exemption of sales tax under the resale exemption.

While having access to a third-party’s logistics and 
system planning has its benefits, utilizing a retailer or 
wholesaler has its price. Outside costs like commissions, 
broker fees and allowances can greatly affect the bottom 
line. There is also a constraint on the company’s freedom 
to set prices. Companies need to factor in these costs 
and ultimately weigh them with the benefits.

Choosing between indirect and direct distribution 
ultimately relies on the wants and needs of the target 
consumer. As a whole, people currently favor online 

shopping over retail shopping. However, specialty items 
or luxury brands generally require a more interactive 
experience with hands-on assistance. On the other 
hand, online shopping allows for increased transparency, 
which is a huge factor for consumers looking to compare 
reviews or search for the lowest price.

A study by Pew Research Center indicates that 40 
percent of U.S. adults always check online ratings 
before purchasing a new product. Even if the product 
is ultimately purchased through direct distribution, the 
chances of the consumer reading online reviews before 
purchase is not something to ignore.
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It is difficult to be knowledgeable 
and effective in everything we do. A 
very wise client once told me, “Do 
what you do best, and pay someone 
else to do the rest.” That advice 
was true decades ago and I believe 
still rings true today. Accordingly, 
as investors, most of us seek the 
counsel and assistance of qualified 
professionals in our financial 
matters. In many cases, those 
individuals are Investment Advisers.

On the surface, many Investment 
Advisers seem similar. They list 
similar services, have similar 
accreditations, and work in similar 
industries. But do they all deliver 
the same value? Is one Investment 
Adviser as good as the next? How 
can an investor tell if he or she is 
truly getting the greatest value from 
their service provider?

Being a truly valuable Investment 
Adviser requires more than just 
providing specific services or 
technical expertise. It requires 
taking the time to understand the 
full picture of the investor’s personal 

and financial situation. It means 
always doing the right thing for the 
client, and hopefully in doing so, 
providing that client with peace 
of mind. A strong and trusting 
relationship is the foundation for 
value-added delivery.

So what are the differentiating 
factors you should be looking for in 
a relationship with your Investment 
Adviser?

• Is your Investment Adviser a 
true “fiduciary”?
A fiduciary is required to put 
your needs ahead of any others, 
providing you with advice and 
recommendations that are 
unbiased, conflict-free, and 
based solely on your individual 
needs. If your adviser is a 
Registered Investment Adviser 
(RIA), they are legally required 
to be a fiduciary. Keep in mind 
that many brokers and agents 
are not required to be a fiduciary 
and may not be required to put 
your interests first.

• How is your Investment 
Adviser compensated?

 Typically, RIA fees are based 
upon a percentage of your 
assets under their management, 
and the percentages can 
vary. Because RIAs do not 
generally earn anything when 
an investment is bought or 
sold and are incentivized to 
have client assets grow under 
their management, they are 
apt to be keenly focused 
on costs and utilization of 
lower cost investments.  If 
financial planning is offered, a 
predetermined or hourly charge 
may be assessed for such 
services. A broker or agent 
adviser may have a different 
compensation structure.

• What is the scope of the 
services offered?
An RIA and a broker/agent 
adviser will create and manage 
your investment portfolio. 
Best practice requires that the 
adviser have an initial meeting 
with you (and your spouse, 

Jerry Krause

THE KEY TO CREATING A VALUABLE
RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR INVESTMENT ADVISER

if applicable) to learn about 
your overall financial position, 
family situation, goals and 
objectives, as well as past and 
current investment experiences 
before any specific investment 
recommendations are made. 
This should be a discussion 
built on an open and continuing 
dialogue to ensure your goals 
and the adviser’s advice are, 
and remain, in alignment.

Financial planning may be offered; 
however, be wary of a planner who 
wants to create an excessively 
thick report projecting the next 
forty years with no regard to life’s 
inevitable changes. Financial 
planning is critical, and an affective 
plan should be nimble and flexible 
enough to address life’s changes 
and unforeseen opportunities or 
challenges. This can be addressed 
with interactive tools that allow you 
to view your investments in real 
time, manage spending, set goals 
to track progress toward financial 
objectives, as well as create “what 

if” scenarios around future financial 
decisions.

Tax services may also be available. 
What better way to understand 
someone’s current financial and life 
situation than to actually generate 
their tax compliance documents? 
The process requires annual and 
ongoing interaction between you 
and the advisery firm and provides 
the opportunity for frequent, up-
to-date information. In addition, 
this relationship should include an 
annual review of your estate and 
trust matters to ensure that your 
documents are in accordance with 
not only current tax laws, but also 
adhere to your current wishes and 
desires.

Aside from checking all of the above 
boxes, what would make your 
Investment Adviser a true “trusted 
adviser”? First and foremost, your 
trusted adviser should be looking 
out for you and your best interests.  
That means proactively identifying 
opportunities and avoiding potential 

mishaps. A trusted adviser should 
listen to their client’s concerns and 
be creative and proactive in finding 
solutions. In addition, as with any 
trusted friend or cohort, a trusted 
adviser must be willing to disagree 
with the client. A trusted adviser 
should feel confident in alerting their 
client of any potential mistakes or 
missteps — open communication 
is the key to ensuring the client is 
presented with a cohesive view of 
any situation.

Finding the perfect Investment 
Adviser for your needs can be a 
challenging feat. It will take some 
research and effort to find the right 
person with the right qualities. By 
utilizing the thoughts above, I hope 
you will succeed in establishing 
a long-term relationship with a 
“trusted” Investment Adviser and 
find financial peace of mind.
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Jacqueline Fader

There are many reasons why a person may choose 
to work at one company over another. From casual 
dress codes, unlimited vacation days, and remote work 
opportunities, today’s job perks certainly run the gamut. 
But one employee incentive undoubtedly takes the cake 
when it comes to recruitment and retention power — 
equity.  

Simply put, having equity in a company means you have 
a stake in the business and its success. In 2019, major 
initial purchase offers (IPOs) like Pinterest, Slack, Lyft, 
and Chewy.com resulted in thousands of employees 
owning shares of large enterprises virtually overnight. 
With plenty more IPOs on the horizon for 2020, many 
hopeful employees are considering the likelihood that 
their stock options and restricted stock units (RSUs) will 
produce major payouts. Before you start shopping for 
an island in the Caribbean, there are certain factors to 
look at when evaluating your equity and your potential 
benefit.

THE COMPANY MATTERS

Equity packages come in many shapes and sizes, from 
initial signing bonuses to compensation packages and 
promotions. When you’re considering the pros and cons 
of joining or staying with a company, you will likely want 
to evaluate just how lucrative that equity may be in the 
future. To do that, remember that equity is only valuable 
if your company is successful; therefore, it’s crucial to 
think like an investor and consider the company’s growth 
potential before investing your time and effort.   

DETERMINING YOUR PERCENTAGE
OF OWNERSHIP 

Return on your equity typically comes in the form of a 
liquidity action, like an acquisition or IPO. The value 
produced by one of these exit routes will ultimately 
drive the return on your equity. Your equity represents 
a percent in your company, and that ownership as a 
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percentage of the overall company value equals the 
value of equity you hold. It’s helpful to look at this in 
terms of the equation A x B = C, where your percent 
ownership (A), times the company’s value (B), equals 
the equity you own (C). 

However, due to things like liquidation preferences 
(which determine who gets paid first and at what 
return), things may not always be a straight forward 
equation. Your percentage of ownership is the number 
of shares you have (or shares you have the option to 
buy) divided by those fully diluted shares outstanding. 
While this information is not always readily accessible, 
you will likely find these figures in your offer letter or the 
company’s equity management platform, like Carta.  

VESTING AND DILUTION

When determining your ownership, it’s also essential 
to consider the number of shares you own or have the 
opportunity to own. In this case, vesting and dilution 
are the two critical things to consider. Typically, options 
and RSUs follow a four to a six-year vesting schedule, 
meaning you can’t exercise your option (or pay to turn 
your option into actual stock) until that vesting date is 
reached. This comes into play when you are considering 
leaving the company before your options are fully 
vested. However, many companies have accelerated 
vesting or early exercise options where options may vest 
quicker than the typical four-year minimum or become 
100% vested in the event of an acquisition. The specific 
vesting schedule and terms will be spelled out in your 
option grant details. 

Dilution is what causes your ownership percentage to 
shrink, consequently reducing your equity value (think 
back to the equity equation). Early-stage companies 
raise multiple rounds of financing, thus diluting your 
piece of the pie as more and more shares are issued 
to investors. The same thing also happens when more 
stock options or RSUs are granted to employees. 
 
Not to worry, dilution isn’t all bad news. With early-
stage companies, each round of financing creates new 
value within the company. As the value of the company 
goes up, your piece of the pie can grow exponentially. 
Therefore, considering the potential growth and value of 
your company in the future, particularly at the time of an 
acquisition or IPO, is a significant factor in examining 
what your equity may be worth.  

GET EQUITY? A BASIC GUIDE TO HAVING
EQUITY IN YOUR COMPANY
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NOTEBOOKS WITH HEART

A Traditional Product Made
With Modern Compassion

There are very few industries that have truly stood the test 
of time. Technological advances change the way people 
conduct daily tasks, and fads and trends shape the way 
people shop and purchase goods. At the same time, 
increasingly unlimited access to data and information has 
transformed the way society views and understands the 
social and environmental impact their habits have on the 
world. 

While many industries have fallen victim to the world’s 
ever-evolving marketplace, one passion-driven company 
has built its success with a modern take on one of the 
world’s oldest creations — paper. 

Entrepreneur and client of Sensiba San Filippo (SSF), 
Pierre Matrichoux, launched Chameleon Like, Inc. 
(Chameleon) in 1998. For over twenty years, Chameleon 
has designed and manufactured a wide range of custom 
stationery products, including journals, notebooks, 
binders, folders, and desk accessories. Unlike most 
companies in the ‘90s, Pierre and his partner, Emmanuel 
Marchand, went against the grain of societal norms and 
set out to create environmentally-friendly products made 
entirely in the U.S.A.

During the dot-com boom in Silicon Valley, Pierre quickly 
realized that American businesses were consistently 
outsourcing their manufacturing arms to countries with 
cheaper labor wages. “When I started Chameleon, people 
thought I was crazy and not very intelligent for wanting to 
manufacture here,” says Pierre, “but I was interested in 
the manufacturing process, and I wanted to make the stuff 
myself. And that has paid big dividends for us because 
we can make custom work that others outsourcing simply 
can’t do.” 
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Manufacturing products from scratch in their small, 
California-based facility granted Chameleon the power 
to oversee every facet of their operation, giving them 
control over the quality of their products and the ability 
to maintain strict deference to the environment and their 
operational practices. 

Fast-forward some years later, and Chameleon has 
continued to defy the norms of American business. While 
other companies were redirecting their growth strategies 
and investing in tech-based products like tablets and 
cloud storage, Pierre’s faith in physical stationery never 
waned. According to Pierre, “we are not old fashioned, 
but we believe paper is relevant; the writing, the paper, 
and the feeling of taking notes are all so important to us.”

With their headquarters just outside the global tech capital 
of the world, Chameleon’s products are found in some of 
the Silicon Valley’s most innovative companies, including 
Google, Facebook, Uber, and Oracle. Interestingly 
enough, these world-renowned tech companies that 
found success in the cyber world are the ones proving 
that the humble pen and paper is more fashionable than 
ever. 

“For a brief moment, it wasn’t cool to show up to a 
meeting with a notepad and a pen. But that ship has 
sailed. Now a lot of companies instruct their people not 
to bring tablets to meetings because it’s distracting, it’s 
not as communicative, and it’s not as efficient,” he says. 
Pierre also points to the fact that several studies have 
shown that writing something down is better for memory 
retention, and ultimately, “this has made paper more 
relevant than ever.”

From day one, dedication to the environment has been a 
core value at Chameleon. Growing up in France, a country 
where environmental considerations are engrained in 
business, there was no question that environmentally 
friendly practices would drive Pierre’s business in 
America. For this reason, Chameleon was quick to provide 
100% post-consumer recycled products, and in 2014, the 
company received its Quality Certification Alliance (QCA) 
certification. To up the ante, this year, Pierre has taken the 
company’s dedication to global stewardship a step further 
by working toward B Corp Certification. 

B Corporations (B Corps) are part of a global movement 
dedicated to using business as a source for good. 
To receive certification, companies must undergo an 
extremely rigorous assessment of the company’s social 
and environmental impact, scrutinizing everything from 
their hiring tactics, sourcing methods, and community 
involvement to ensure the highest caliber of global 
responsibility. 

Pierre points to the fact that, as a whole, the promotional 
industry has a reputation for being rather wasteful. For 
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Chameleon, he says, “our products have a purpose, 
people actually use them, and they’re not a gimmick — 
the B Corp certification is going to help us show that.” The 
B Corp assessment process has also given Pierre the 
chance to evaluate the business on an operational level, 
leading him to create an employee profit-sharing plan 
as well as a more solid succession plan for a stronger 
organization. 

As a long-time tax and assurance client of SSF, Pierre says 
working with SSF to obtain B Corp certification was a no-
brainer. Having achieved its B Corp certification last year, 
SSF now helps its clients and other businesses navigate 
the complex assessment and certification process. “The 
B Corp thing is a game-changer, it shows us that SSF 
really cares about the environment and the people, and it 
shows good business acumen,” Pierre says. 

Although Chameleon’s growth hasn’t exactly followed the 
typical fast-growing, start-up story that one would expect 
from the Silicon Valley, its growth has been steady and 
organic. Pierre says the company has seen growth for 
all but one of their 20 years in business. The company is 
now up to 80 employees, and they recently opened their 
second location in Houston, Texas. 

When asked what has led to this success, Pierre 
answered, “we treat employees right. You have to like 
the people you work with and like the work that you do.” 
In addition to literally having an open-door policy (that’s 
right, he doesn’t even have an office), Pierre says, “it’s the 
little things” that make the experience. He points to things 
like tacos for reaching sales goals, salsa competitions, 
and company-wide trips to places like New Orleans and 
Nashville as being the key to keeping people passionate 
at work. 

When speaking with Pierre, it’s easy to become engrossed 
in his enthusiasm and positivity. When asked what advice 
he would give to current and aspiring entrepreneurs, 
Pierre responded with the same passion and simplicity as 
the products he creates, “make sure you love what you 
do. Money shouldn’t be your main goal; profit and money 
come after everything else.” •
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Americans donate billions to charity 
annually.  If you give to charity, you 
need to know about one of the best 
tools to facilitate generosity:  Donor-
Advised Funds (DAFs).

DAFs date from the 1930s but did 
not become popular until the 1990s.  
DAFs act as vehicles for receiving 
gifts, often of appreciated stocks, 
real estate or other assets, then 
distribute cash grants to charities 
selected by the person(s) making 
the donation.  DAFs make the 
process of transferring appreciated 
assets and designating funds to 
charities very simple.

A tax deduction is received on 
the date the appreciated asset 
is transferred from the donor’s 
control.  The entire deduction can 
be used during one calendar year 
even if the DAF does not distribute 
grant money to charity/charities 
until subsequent year(s).

Once received by the DAF, the 
appreciated asset gifted is sold.  
The DAF, itself a charity, pays no 
tax on any capital gain realized.  

The proceeds may remain in cash 
or the donor may direct the DAF to 
invest the funds for potential future 
appreciation, while deciding which 
charities to support.

Any subsequent change in value of 
the account does not change the 
amount the donor can deduct on his/
her/their taxes.  The donor directs to 
which charities the DAF distributes 
assets.  Officially, the DAF owns 
the assets and is not legally bound 
to use them as directed, but it is 
exceedingly rare for a DAF to not 
follow a donor’s advice.

Donors can support any IRS-
qualified public charities.  After a 
gift is suggested, the DAF vets and 
processes the suggestion to ensure 
the organization qualifies under the 
IRS code.  DAFs handle all record 
keeping and due diligence and 
can protect the donor’s identity if 
anonymity is desired.

DAFs are the fastest growing 
charitable giving vehicle in the 
United States, with more than 
400,000 donor-advised accounts 
holding over $100 billion in assets.

Besides considering a DAF, here 
are other ways to make your 
charitable giving more significant:

• Focus your effort. Passionate 
giving is more sustainable than 
spreading donations to every 
good cause or to everyone 
who asks.  Consider focusing 
your donations to just a few 
charities.  Think through why 
you are giving and what you 
feel passionate about.

• Find bang for the buck. Fund 
programs that produce the 
greatest effect for the least 
money and focus on the long-
term positive outcomes

• Include the next generation. 
You can include your children 
in the giving process or even 
help them gift some of their 
own money.

• Tax efficiency. Consider ways 
to give tax efficiently.  DAFs 
are only one way to give tax 
efficiently.

There are other strategies 
involving retirement accounts and 
estate planning that allow pre-tax 
dollar amounts to go to charity.

Thomson Reuters

WHAT TYPE OF EXPENSES CAN’T BE
WRITTEN OFF BY YOUR BUSINESS?

If you read the Internal Revenue 
Code (and you probably don’t want 
to!), you may be surprised to find 
that most business deductions 
aren’t specifically listed. It doesn’t 
explicitly state that you can deduct 
office supplies and certain other 
expenses.

Some expenses are detailed in 
the tax code, but the general rule 
is contained in the first sentence 
of Section 162, which states you 
can write off “all the ordinary 
and necessary expenses paid or 
incurred during the taxable year in 
carrying on any trade or business.”

BASIC DEFINITIONS

In general, an expense is ordinary 
if it’s considered common or 
customary in the particular trade or 
business. For example, insurance 
premiums to protect a store would 
be an ordinary business expense in 
the retail industry.

A necessary expense is defined as 
one that’s helpful or appropriate. For 
example, let’s say a car dealership 
purchases an automatic defibrillator. 
It may not be necessary for the 
operation of the business, but it 
might be helpful and appropriate if 
an employee or customer suffers a 
heart attack.

It’s possible for an ordinary expense 
to be unnecessary — but, in order to 
be deductible, an expense must be 
ordinary and necessary.

In addition, a deductible amount 
must be reasonable in relation to 
the benefit expected. For example, 
if you’re attempting to land a $3,000 
deal, a $65 lunch with a potential 
client should be OK with the IRS. 
(Keep in mind that the Tax Cuts and 
Jobs Act eliminated most deductions 
for entertainment expenses but 
retains the 50% deduction for 
business meals.)

EXAMPLES OF NOT 
ORDINARY AND 
UNNECESSARY

Not surprisingly, the IRS and courts 
don’t always agree with taxpayers 
about what qualifies as ordinary and 
necessary expenditures.

In one case, a man engaged in a 
business with his brother was denied 
deductions for his private airplane 
expenses. The U.S. Tax Court 
noted that the taxpayer had failed to 
prove the expenses were ordinary 
and necessary to the business. In 
addition, only one brother used the 

plane and the flights were to places 
that the taxpayer could have driven 
to or flown to on a commercial 
airline. And, in any event, the stated 
expenses including depreciation 
expenses, weren’t adequately 
substantiated, the court added. (TC 
Memo 2018-108)

In another case, the Tax Court ruled 
that a business owner wasn’t entitled 
to deduct legal and professional fees 
he’d incurred in divorce proceedings 
defending his ex-wife’s claims to his 
interest in, or portion of, distributions 
he received from his LLC. The IRS 
and the court ruled the divorce legal 
fees were nondeductible personal 
expenses and weren’t ordinary and 
necessary. (TC Memo 2018-80)

PROCEED WITH CAUTION

The deductibility of some expenses 
is clear. But for other expenses, 
it can get more complicated. 
Generally, if an expense seems 
like it’s not normal in your industry 
— or if it could be considered fun, 
personal or extravagant in nature 
— you should proceed with caution. 
And keep records to substantiate 
the expenses you’re deducting. 
Consult with us for guidance.

AUTHOR
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It’s no surprise that the long-awaited 
changes to lease accounting 
standards have caused quite the 
ruckus in recent years, particularly 
as businesses scramble to 
understand and implement the 
complex new rules. In addition to 
understanding the new rule’s impact 
on an operational level, it’s also 
important for businesses to prepare 
for the various tax implications that 
are likely to ensue.

BACKGROUND

In a nutshell, the new lease 
accounting standards (formally 
referred to as ASC 842) require 
businesses to record all leases 
greater than one year on the balance 
sheet. This will require businesses 
to collect and analyze their lease 
agreements in order to identify 
leases and ultimately separate 
non-lease components from lease 
agreements. Affecting virtually every 
industry in the United States, the 
increase in liabilities on the balance 
sheet will inherently change the 
way those numbers are perceived 
and understood. Public companies 
were required to implement the new 
standard by December of 2018, 

while the changes go into effect 
for private companies beginning 
December 15, 2019.

TAX IMPLICATIONS

Here are seven of the major 
areas impacted by the new lease 
accounting standard:

ACCOUNTING METHODS

There’s no question that the 
new standards will affect nearly 
every business’ accounting 
methods. Businesses may need 
to revisit certain aspects of their 
taxes, particularly with respect to 
characterization of leases, timing of 
income under IRC 467, treatment of 
tenant allowances, and treatment of 
lease acquisition costs.

DEFERRED TAXES

The new rules require operating 
leases to be recorded as right-of-use 
(ROU) assets with a corresponding 
lease liability, consequently grossing 
up the balance sheet. This will result 
in additional recordkeeping to track 
book-to-tax items. Book and tax 

basis items need to be reconciled 
in order to ensure that deferred 
tax liability (DTL) and deferred tax 
assets (DTA) are recorded correctly. 
Note that this is a temporary 
difference that will reverse over the 
life of the lease term. Furthermore, 
valuation allowance may also need 
to be considered.

STATE AND LOCAL TAXES

Many states take into account 
a company’s property when 
determining the amount of income 
tax to be allocated to the state. 
Because the new standard requires 
ROU assets related to operating 
leases to be recorded on the same 
line item as underlying assets, 
property factors (such as plants 
and equipment) may appear to be 
increased on a company’s balance 
sheet. Ultimately, this will affect state 
apportionment for companies that 
have activity in states that include 
property factors when calculating 
apportionment percentage. In 
addition, it will also affect state 
filings where a net worth-based tax 
is implemented.

TRANSFER PRICING

The new standard will affect companies with related party 
leasing arrangements, as transfer pricing arrangements 
may need to be revised to reflect the arm’s length 
standard. The arm’s length standard relies on financial 
ratios and profit level indicators, which may change when 
companies begin to record all leases on their statements 
of financial position.

FOREIGN TAXES

In addition to its effect on state and local income tax, 
the new standard will also have an impact on foreign 
country income tax. The extent of the impact will depend 
on the particular tax jurisdiction and how income tax is 
calculated within that country.

PROPERTY TAXES

Depending on the tax jurisdiction, ROU assets may be 
considered tangible personal property and will therefore 
need to be included in property tax filings.

SALES AND USE TAX

Going forward, companies will need to determine 
whether a state will treat a lease transaction as a taxable 
purchase.

ASC 842 will have a wide-sweeping impact on virtually 
every business, and it’s best to prepare for the changes 
as soon as possible.
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A company’s ability to positively impact social and 
environmental change has become an increasingly 
relevant consideration for businesses. Environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) factors cover a broad 
range of issues that touch on everything from company 
culture and employee compensation to climate impact 
and sourcing standards.

While traditionally absent from financial reporting, larger 
companies recognize the impact that ESG has on 
investor relations, market behavior and financial success. 
In fact, almost all of the Fortune Global 500 companies 
use a recognized framework to report on sustainability. 
Nearly 80% of the world’s largest companies use Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards, which provides 
transparency to consumers, investors and other 
stakeholders.

While public companies have been reporting on 
sustainability for decades, it has been historically less 
accessible to smaller businesses lacking the resources 
to invest in analysis and reporting initiatives. Luckily, B 
Lab has a free and widely accessible impact assessment 
that serves as a framework that is relevant to both large 
and small businesses.

Regardless of size, here are the top five reasons why 
sustainability reporting is relevant to every business.

IT’S MORE THAN THE ENVIRONMENT

While climate change was a catalyst for increased ESG 
reporting, social and governance factors are becoming 
increasingly relevant. ESG considerations can influence 
change faster than governments or nonprofits, and 
younger generations are viewing their investment 
dollars as an extension of personal values. In 2018, 
US SIF Foundation reported that investors held $11.6 
trillion in assets associated with ESG criteria, up from 
$8.1 trillion in 2016. A TD Ameritrade survey revealed 
that 19% of ESG investors consider human rights as the 
most important factor in their decision-making.

SUCCESS IS MORE THAN PROFIT

Non-financial performance is often a leading indicator 
for a company’s long-term success. ESG metrics help 
businesses recognize when strategies need an overhaul. 
ESG assessments help identify what practices may be 
associated with future risk, even if currently working. For 
example, does the business outsource manufacturing 
to countries subject to changes in tariffs or inflating 
labor costs? Does management’s hiring tactics support 
employee retention? Traditional financial reporting fails 
to address many fundamentals.

PEOPLE MATTER

Today’s workforce holds 
their employers at a much 
higher standard than decades 
past, with working conditions, 
employee morale, health 
initiatives and overall culture 
held as being of the utmost 
importance. Sustainability 
reporting addresses these 
issues and provides insight 
into a company’s relative 
compensation, retention rates 
and diversity. This is not 
only important for attracting 
customers, it’s imperative for 
recruiting and maintaining talent. 
According to the Harvard Business 
Review and a decade long study 
entitled “The Happiness Advantage,” 
employee happiness raises sales by 
37%, productivity by 31% and accuracy on 
tasks by 19%. The conclusion? Employee happiness is 
good for financial success.

TRANSPARENCY IS KEY

A TD Ameritrade survey indicated that 67% of ESG 
investors care more about advancing social and 
environmental causes than an investment’s rate 
of return. Millennials, nearly a quarter of the U.S. 
population, show a particular tendency of associating 
with companies with a strong purpose and ethical 
governance standards. A 2015 Nielsen survey of 
30,000 consumers in 60 countries reported that 73% of 
millennials are willing to pay more for sustainable goods 
and products. Furthermore, millennials are driving the 
market toward more ethically-sourced products and 
transparent labeling, with technology making it easier to 
research and stick with brands they trust.

THERE ARE AFFORDABLE TOOLS

While ESG reporting can be financially burdensome, B 
Lab has changed that paradigm. You don’t need to be 
a B Corp to use the B Lab assessment, which provides 
insight into tangible and relevant concepts typically 
absent from the financial performance conversation. 
These concepts can be used to benchmark and assess 
how a business can better align the values of the 
business with that of its stakeholders.

THE BOTTOM LINE

In addition to market differentiation and meeting 
consumer demand, consistently reporting on ESG helps 
businesses improve enterprise value — and it’s more 
accessible than ever. It can be done using a variety of 
frameworks, or even on your own terms. Consumers 
care about the mission and purpose of a business, and 
ESG metrics help share that story with the world.
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With online retail becoming the 
preferred method of shopping 
in America, it was only a matter 
of time until states would start 
demanding their share of the sales 
pie. Unlike purchases in a physical 
store location, loopholes let bargain 
buyers purchase online goods from 
out-of-state retailers without having 
to immediately pay state and local 
taxes.

However, in the wake of a sweeping 
Supreme Court case, California has 
announced that as of April 1, 2019, 
out-of-state retailers will be required 
to collect and remit sales tax for 
goods sold online to customers 
within the state.

WHAT CHANGED

California’s new rule materialized 
shortly after the U.S. Supreme 
Court ruled in favor of South Dakota 
collecting taxes from the online retail 
giant, Wayfair, in the June 2018 
case of South Dakota v. Wayfair, 
Inc. Prior to the ruling, states were 
limited in their ability to collect tax 
on transactions with businesses that 
did not have a physical presence in 
the state.

While the new tax rule does not 
create or increase taxes, it will 
require more businesses to collect 
and remit taxes in the same way 
traditional brick-and-mortar retailers 
have always done.

As of April 1, 2019, certain out-of-
state retailers are required to register 

with the California Department of Tax 
and Fee Administration (CDTFA), 
collect California sales tax and remit 
taxes to the CDTFA regardless of 
having a physical presence in the 
state. The new rule is effective for 
all taxable sales on or after April 1 
and is not retroactive.

It’s important to note that the new 
rule expands the requirement to 
collect and remit taxes into the 
local districts. The rule will not only 
impact out-of-state sellers, but also 
California based sellers that will 
now have to comply with the sales 
tax collection and remittance for the 
hundreds of different city, county and 
local sales and use tax jurisdictions 
in California.

WHO IS AFFECTED

The new rule mimics South Dakota’s 
ruling and applies to businesses 
with more than $100,000 in annual 
sales from California, or businesses 
with more than 200 transactions in 
the state within the preceding or 
current calendar 

year. California district taxes will 
be triggered when these thresholds 
are met in a particular jurisdiction. 
Impacted retailers include all 
those selling tangible goods into 
California, including via internet, 
mail-order catalogs and telephone.

WHAT RETAILERS NEED
TO KNOW

With as many 30 states having 
proposed (or having already passed 
similar tax changes), retailers will 
have to pay attention to the particular 
nuances outlined by each state in 
which they sell. Many of the states 
have varying thresholds, including 
different values and definitions of 
key metrics.

For example, Georgia mandated a 
$250,000 annual sales threshold 
or 200 transactions, while 
Massachusetts set a threshold of 
$500,000 in annual sales plus at 

least 100 individual transactions. 
Retailers will need to know every 
state’s individual rules and accurately 
track their sales within each state to 
know where their numbers stand. 
Failure to comply opens up the 
potential of audits, interest and even 
penalties.

Depending on the state, retailers 
could be required to begin collecting 
sales tax the moment they surpass 
the designated threshold. Retailers 
should ensure their numbers are up-

to-date and they have the means to 
immediately comply with the rules. 
Automated tax technology could be 
a huge asset for collecting, remitting 
and filing sales taxes in multiple 
states.

Although many states have 
responded with similar rules after the 
Wayfair ruling, California’s adoption 
is especially significant because 
it is the fifth-largest economy in 
the world and home to a whopping 
40 million residents. Some state 

officials estimate that the state could 
collect as much as $1 billion in taxes 
a year from out-of-state retailers.

Ultimately, the Wayfair ruling has 
created the opportunity to level the 
tax playing field between traditional 
retailers (brick-and-mortar) and 
online retailers. As more states 
continue to adopt rules similar to 
South Dakota, we can expect to 
see more clarification and guidance 
coming from tax authorities as the 
year unfolds.
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5 FINANCIAL REPORTS EVERY BUSINESS
SHOULD BE RUNNING

Can financial reporting analysis really help your business 
grow? Absolutely! To employ a data-driven finance 
approach, CFOs need to move finance functions up the 
analytic value chain to offer more detailed analyses, 
better forecasting, and increasingly granular information 
on products, suppliers, customers, and more. In turn, 
their analyses inform the business, increase corporate 
agility, and point the way to cost savings.

Here are the 5 Financial Reports businesses can start 
analyzing to make better business decisions.

INCOME STATEMENT

The income statement indicates the profit and loss of 
a company over a period of time. It essentially takes 
all your income, revenue, or sales, and subtracts your 
expenses. In standard practice, you would want to see 
actuals for the month, quarter-to-date, year-to-date 
versus the budgeted or forecasted values or amounts 
from the prior two years. For best practice, you can have 
a rolling 12 month income statement, which would give 
you a stronger indication of how your company’s sales 
and expenses are changing over the past year. While it 
is often delivered as a quarterly statement, the income 
statement should ideally be issued monthly.

Having your income statement available on a daily basis 
will allow your CEO to know what your results are overall 
before month-end. Generally speaking, most expenses 
are in the same ballpark range, so reviewing the income 
statement two to three days before month-end should 
give your CEO and CFO a good idea of your company’s 
profit. Key indicators to analyze within the income 
statement include margins, expenses as a percentage of 
sales and earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, 
and amortization (EBITDA).

BALANCE SHEET

The balance sheet shows your company’s assets, 
liabilities, and equity at a point in time. By comparing 
your balance sheet year-over-year, you can see how 

these key aspects have changed, indicating whether or 
not the financial health of your company has improved or 
declined during this time frame.

More specifically, the level of liquidity of an item impacts 
where it is placed in the balance sheet, with more liquid 
assets (for example, trade debtors, inventory cash) 
called current assets, being classified separately from 
less liquid assets in the assets section. Similarly, current 
liabilities are also classified separately from long term 
liabilities in the liabilities section.

The balance sheet provides key financial ratios that 
analysts and banks use to assess the health of your 
company, including:
• Liquidity – This reflects the ratio of current assets 

over current liabilities. It refers to your company’s 
ability to meet its obligations in the short term.

• Leverage – The debt to equity ratio shows the 
financial risk of your company.

Here is a good resource which expands on the different 
values and ratios a balance sheet can provide.

CASH FLOW STATEMENT

The cash flow statement is one of the most vital reports 
for a business but many businesses  do not prepare or 
perform cash flow forecasting due to resource constraints 
or simply not knowing how to even start. The cash flow 
statement shows you how much cash was generated 
and how it was used. There are three core sections to 
a cash flow statement – operating activities, investing 
activities, and financing activities. Comparing these 
activities will allow you to see how well your company is 
managing its operations.

The cash flow statement shows you the actual movement 
of your dollars. This is where the income statement and 
cash flow differ. Your income statement could show a 
very rosy number for revenue but if most of that was 
contributed via credit sales, cash flow would not reflect 
this. Hence the phrase, cash is reality.
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There are two main methods for preparing a cash flow 
statement – direct and indirect. Many ERP systems can 
be configured to provide data to enable the preparation 
of a cash flow statement using the direct method. 
However – it does take discipline.

The indirect method is more common as it takes 
information from the income statement and balance 
sheet. Numbers can then be easily linked between these 
three financial statements.

So how do you build a cash flow statement? Here is our 
white paper that explains how you can create a cash 
flow statement for your company.

WORKING CAPITAL REPORT

While the income statement, balance sheet and cash 
flow reports form the three key financial statements, they 
are prepared on a monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. 
This creates what we call a “black hole” for the CEO 
during the course of a month.

Why is this? For example – major expense items such 
as salaries and rent are paid at the end of the month. 
Thus, an income statement would show a healthy profit 
for the entire duration of the month and a sudden drop 
when all the expenses are booked.

The working capital report can help to partially offset 
these concerns. Working capital is money available to 
the company for day-to-day operations, which is current 
assets – current liabilities.

Many organizations prepare it on a weekly basis by 
collecting key information such as receivables, payables, 
inventory, bank position, bank limit, top 10 supplies 
payments due, and top 10 debtors. The working capital 
report should be able to quickly identify if a company is 
unable to meet its short term obligations and trigger the 
CEO or CFO to look for ways to mitigate that risk such 
as extending credit and focusing on debt collections.

In addition to this, the working capital report can also 
address whether or not the company is utilizing its loans 
and overdrafts effectively, allowing its finance teams to 
quickly identify underutilization or overutilization and 
thus prevent it from becoming an ongoing problem.

SALES ANALYSIS REPORT

The sales analysis report is the one report we recommend 
companies to review on a daily basis. This is because 
sales is a very important number – when sales is 
performing on target, all other items will fall into place. It 
should contain more granular information on sales than 
reported in the other reports mentioned above.

For example, the report could show sales data by major 
product lines, customer segments, or sales reps. It can 
also highlight quantities sold and post-discount prices to 
provide the average selling price for the day or month-
to-date. These numbers can then be compared to the 
company’s sales targets to offer a solid perspective on 
how sales has performed over a specific period of time. 
Looking at the amount of sales achieved in the sales 
analysis report would allow the CEO and CFO to assess 
the company’s financial position on a daily basis.

With these five reports in hand, you can equip your 
executive team with the financial information they 
need to make smarter business decisions for your 
organization. Together, they give your executive team a 
holistic perspective on how the business is doing and 
where they should put their focus to benefit the company 
the most.
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5 WAYS SAGE INTACCT CUSTOMERS CAN
BENEFIT FROM REPORT AUTOMATION

In a world of exponentially growing 
data, getting insights for your 
organization might be comparable 
to ascending Mount Everest 
with only a couple of hours to 
prep. If you are like many of us 
trying to navigate change in your 
organization, supporting multiple 
functions and jumping from one 
system implementation to the next, 
you might be wondering if there is 
one stop for it all. In particular, to 
support the following requirements:

1. Reporting on Company 
Performance at a General 
Ledger Level
• Strong code of conduct and 

tone at the top
• Comparative reports across 

time – MTD, YTD, Prior 
Year

• Comparative reports such 
as Actual vs Budget

• Variance Analysis by 
department / division, etc

2. Reporting on Company 
Performance at a Sub-Ledger 
Level
• AR Aging, Customer 

Statements and Customer 
Invoices, Unapplied Cash, 
Overtime and Inventory on 
Hand

3. Insightful Performance 
Analytics
• KPIs, financial ratios and 

metrics
4. Planning for the Future and 

Setting Targets
• Top down & zero-based 

approaches
5. Establishing Your Budget 

Workflow

6. Retaining Audit Trails
7. Bridging Financial and Non-

Financial data
• Operations, marketing, 

sales, client services and 
treasury

8. Fostering Collaboration Across 
Teams

9. Custom Visualizations and 
Dashboards

10. Cloud System Integrations 
for Finance and Other 
Departments

While most of us still remember the 
days when financial data was only 
accessible by select staff in Finance, 
this is no longer the case. Today’s 
companies must be more nimble 
and react faster if they want to stay 
ahead of the competition. External 
stakeholders and functional leaders 
demand real-time data insights 
to be available to everyone in the 
organization.

LIMELIGHT’S NATIVE 
INTEGRATION TO
SAGE INTACCT

Limelight has a native and seamless 
2-way integration to Sage Intacct 
that allows users to easily access 
their data at any level and bridge 
operational data with financial 
insights. Sage Intacct is a cloud-
based accounting application that 
enables business payments and 
facilitates payroll functions. Sage 
Intacct dimensions and hierarchies 
allow you to structure your business 
data in a manageable way that’s well 
suited for reporting. Once integrated 
with Limelight you would be ready 

to start reporting on the metrics, 
performance and comparatives 
much more quickly than before.

ALL THE REPORTS YOU NEED

Reporting packages include 
commonly asked for reports such 
as AR Aging, Customer Analysis, 
Service Analysis, Customer 
Statement, Customer Invoice, 
Inventory on Hand, Job & Project-
related insights and analytics and 
Forecast reports are all available in 
Limelight.

THE FEATURES & BENEFITS 
OF AUTOMATED REPORTING

Automating your financial reporting 
will provide several key benefits to 
your finance & accounting team as 
well as your whole company. Here 
are just a few:

1. Time Savings: When all your 
data sources are linked to your 
financial reporting workspace, 
that eliminates the need 
for manual consolidation. It 
also allows team members 
to collaborate on the same 
platform without having to 
email reports back and forth. 
This leads to team members 
spending more time analyzing 
data and building the right 
reports instead of dealing 
with version control and 
other challenges of manual 
spreadsheets.

2. Money Savings: First and foremost, accurate 
numbers means financial figures are correct, 
avoiding the risk of any costly mistakes. Secondly, 
automatic consolidation leads to less overtime 
required of your team. Thirdly, a smarter, faster 
solution retains top finance and accounting talent 
more, as these types of employees want to use 
their knowledge to actually analyze data instead of 
merely collecting and organizing it.

3. Reduced Risk: While a small error here and there 
may not appear to be a big deal, it can easily lead 
to a misinterpretation of the company’s finances, 
incorrect payment to vendors and employees, bad 
adherence to business compliance and delayed 
filings. Moreover, manual spreadsheets offer no 
security to the sensitive information they carry – 
your financial numbers are always one email away 
from being in the wrong hands. Automated financial 
reporting work spaces on the other hand, offer built-
in security – access to information and the ability 
to modify numbers is tightly restricted and closely 
monitored.

4. Boosted Productivity: Manual spreadsheets are 
often the bottleneck in the workflow of finance 
and accounting teams. When data sources are 
integrated and consolidation is automated, team 
members can spend their time on analyzing data 
and creating the most timely and relevant reports 
instead of struggling to put them together. 

5. Increased visibility: Automated and integrated work 
spaces offer features such as workflow and audit 
trail to track the progress of budgets and track 
changes made by users.
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Automate manual, time-consuming processes; 
consolidate and manage all of your business data 

in one place; and take the pain out of your 
month-end close. Sage Intacct is rated #1 for 

customer satisfaction and is the first and only AICPA 
preferred financial management solution.

Accounting software that lets 
you do more and do it better.

Schedule your 
demo with the 

team at Sensiba 
San Filippo.

925.271.8700
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B CORPS – THE NEW
21ST CENTURY ECONOMY

In the 21st century, we are on the verge of a great shift 
— from Capitalism 1.0 to Capitalism 2.0. Traditional 
shareholder capitalism exclusively maximizes the 
shareholder value. In the Capitalism 2.0 model, 
stakeholder capitalism will create social and shareholder 
value simultaneously. It is a movement where companies 
are using business as a tool for social change. The 
culture shift within companies living the triple bottom 
line model of people, planet, and profit is really shaking 
things up. 

THE SHIFT

Why is profit seen as the “be all and end all” of business? 
Milton Friedman, a University of Chicago professor and 
winner of the 1976 Nobel Prize for Economics, stated 
that a company’s only social responsibility is to increase 
profits for the owners (stockholders), as long as it 
doesn’t engage in deception or fraud. This theory ended 
up being known as the Friedman Doctrine. Contrary to 
Friedman’s beliefs, the old-fashioned notion of corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) is suddenly becoming popular 
again. 

Business leaders and investors are embracing the 
wisdom of the triple bottom line. As of 2019, almost 
10,000 companies around the world have signed the 
UN Global Compact — a promise to uphold social 
responsibility in human rights, labor standards, and 
environmental protection.

WHY THE SHIFT?

If the profit-based business model still remains 
unchanged, what could have inspired this sudden shift 
in attitude? There are two leading reasons: consumer 
demand and climate change. 

Exceeding 80 million in population, and accounting for 
about one trillion dollars of total consumer spending 
in the United States, millennials are driving the shift. 
According to a 2015 Cone Communications Millennial 
CSR Study, “more than 9-in-10 millennials would switch 
brands to one associated with a cause,” and millennials 
are “prepared to make personal sacrifices to make an 
impact on issues they care about, whether that’s paying 
more for a product, sharing products rather than buying, 

or taking a pay cut to work for a 
responsible company.” No wonder 
businesses are scrambling to 
appease the demands of this up 
and coming consumer base.

In October 2018, the United 
Nations Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change issued a report 
that shows we cannot continue to do 
business as usual. The U.N. report 
makes it clear that we are facing 
a real and imminent threat to our 
planet. Many business leaders are 
listening and trying to use business 
as a force for change. Many are 
familiar with Green Businesses, but 
a new movement has been growing 
around a particular certification 
called B Corporation certification. 

WHAT IS A B CORP?

Certified B Corporations (B Corps) are businesses 
that have met the highest standards of verified social 
and environmental performance, public transparency, 
and legal accountability to balance profit and purpose. 
They have taken an impact assessment that measures 
how they treat their employees, their customers, their 
community, the planet and even kicks the tires on their 
governance. This assessment is then audited and 
verified by a third party non-profit, B Lab. 

B Lab started in 2007 with 19 certified companies. Now, 
there are over 2,700 companies, across 150 industries 
in 64 countries. Currently, this certification is a powerful 
differentiator within many industries.

THE PROCESS OF BECOMING A B CORP

During the impact assessment, a business’s entity 
type, geographic location, and industry are taken into 
consideration. The assessment questions are tailored 
a bit for each but has roughly the same amount of 
questions in five different sections. The sections include 
governance, workers, environment, community, and 
customers. There are a possible 200 points available for 
the full assessment and a company must reach at least 
80 points in order to submit for auditing with B Lab. 80 
points out of 200 may sound easy, but only 10% of the 
companies that attempt certification actually reach the 
required 80 points. 

The process starts with B Lab’s Quick Assessment of 
about 45 questions. During that set of questions, you 
will gain a better understanding of the type of questions 
asked and the type of places you will have to look to 
gather the information needed. Once you complete the 
quick assessment, you will be invited to move on to the 
full impact assessment with roughly 300 questions. Many 
questions are multiple choice, and for every selection 
you must be able to show data to support your answer. 

During the audit phase, B Lab will randomly ask for you 
to verify the answers on about 10% of your assessment. 
During the process, you might lose points or gain points 
as B Lab digs deeper into the data. At the end of the 
audit, you will have to maintain the 80 points to gain 
certification. 

Companies are required to recertify every three years 
and B Lab can spot audit any company during their 
certification. They also conduct random spot audits to 
roughly 10% of B Corps each year around the world.

As you gather your data, you will need to work with 
different departments within your company. Some data 
will come from your human resources department, 
finance, information technology, office manager or 
administrative group, your CEO and your building 
management. It is an intense process for companies to 
go through, but certification has many benefits.

WHY BECOME A B CORP?

It quite literally pays to become a B Corp, in so many 
ways. According to Nielsen’s “The Sustainability 
Imperative,” consumers will pay more for sustainable 
consumer brands. Companies with a demonstrated 
commitment to sustainability have grown more than 
4% globally, while those without grew less than 1%. 
Consumers are becoming smarter about sustainability 
claims as well. They look for true value in a company 
and are not fooled by marketing. 
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Many B Corps also report that the certification process 
helps them root out waste and operational inefficiencies. 
Certification helps connect employees with a business’s 
mission, leading to a more engaged workforce and less 
turnover. B Corps are part of a community that share best 
practices across different industries, enabling companies 
to compare and constantly improve to be innovators in 
their respective industries. In a report published by the 
Yale Center for Business, B Corporations were 63% 
more likely to survive a financial crisis like that in 2008 
than traditional small to medium size businesses. 

WHY B CORPS MATTER

The unfortunate truth is that the government and 
nonprofits do not act quickly enough to make social 
change. Our free market can produce change much 
faster than either government or nonprofits, which both 
struggle endlessly with red tape and budget constraints. 
Aside from financial sense, becoming a B Corp just plain 
feels good. You know that your company truly walks the 
talk and that you are making this planet a better place. 
You are impacting your community, your employees’ 
lives, and your customers’ lives — in a good way. 

Yes, becoming a B Corp is a process. You will have to 
invest money and effort. You will also likely need to make 
some adjustments and changes to your business to meet 
the requirements. However, you’ll reap some massive 
benefits and provide hope for the future. Corporate social 
responsibility isn’t a new topic, but the conversation has 
definitely changed. Simply being “socially responsible” is 
no longer optional for businesses.

January is here, and that means that 
the highly anticipated accounting 
changes to revenue recognition 
have become effective. This new 
guidance, formally referred to 
as Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers (ASC Topic 606), will 
have a significant impact on virtually 
every business in every industry 
across the United States. As with 
all major changes to accounting 
regulations, our aim is to ensure 
that our clients understand these 
changes and feel confident and 
prepared for what’s to come.

BASICS

In today’s globalized economy, 
creating harmonized standards has 
become a necessity for creating 
a comprehensive framework for 
addressing all revenue recognition 
issues across borders and 
industries. ASC 606 was first issued 
in 2014 by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB) in 
consultation with the International 
Accounting Standards Board 
(IASB) with the goal of aligning U.S. 
standards (GAAP) with international 
accounting standards (IFRS). The 
guidance went into effect for non-

public companies for annual periods 
beginning December 15, 2018.

ASC 606 is applicable for all 
contracts with customers, whether 
it be tangible or intangible goods or 
services. Contracts excluded from 
this standard are leases, insurance 
contracts, financial instruments, 
guarantees, fixed-odds wagers and 
contracts falling within the scope of 
other standards.

In addition to removing 
inconsistencies and weaknesses 
from current guidance, the new 
standard exists to:

• Provide a clear and robust 
framework for revenue 
recognition

• Improve comparability of 
revenue recognition across 
industries and capital markets

• Reduce the volume of 
relevant standards with a 
comprehensive standard to 
decrease complexity

• Provide expanded disclosure 
and produce more useful 

information to the readers of 
financial statements

The standard aims to take the 
current rules that vary by industry 
and replace them with a principles-
based standard across all industries. 
Ultimately, the standard will require 
an entity to recognize revenue at 
the amount that is expected to be 
received.

Companies will need to exercise 
significant judgement in applying 
the guidance and must ensure 
consistency for all contracts 
with similar characteristics and 
circumstances. We also expect that 
disclosure will be greatly expanded 
since a certain level of judgment is 
required.

Suki  Mann

REVENUE RECOGNITION

Do you need help 
with your B Corp 

certification?

If so, contact
us TODAY!
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INITIAL IMPLEMENTATION

There are two methods allowed for 
initial implementation, the first being 
the full retrospective method. Under 
this method, the company must 
apply the new standard to each 
prior period being presented, thus 
restating prior years as if the new 
standard had always been in effect.

The second method is the modified 
retrospective method. Under this 
method the company must apply the 
new standard as of the beginning of 
the period during which the standard 
is first implemented (for example, as 
of January 1, 2019). However, this 
method also requires the company 
to disclose the amount by which 
each financial statement line item 
was affected by the adoption during 
the year of initial implementation. 
This requires tracking revenue 
recognition under both the old 
guidance and the new guidance in 
the year of adoption.

PRACTICAL EXPEDIENTS

There are several practical 
expedients that are available under 
each method, all of which must be 
disclosed and consistently applied.

If using the full retrospective method, 
practical expedients include:

• The company can elect not to 
restate contracts that begin and 
end within the same prior fiscal 
year

• The company can use hindsight 
when estimating variable 
consideration for prior periods

• For all periods presented 
before the date of initial 
application, a company need 
not disclose the amount of 
the transaction price allocated 
to remaining performance 

obligations, nor provide an 
explanation of when it expects 
to recognize that amount as 
revenue

If the modified retrospective method 
is used, practical expedients include:

• The company may elect 
to apply the standard only 
to contracts that are not 
completed as of the date of 
initial application

PORTFOLIO APPROACH

Generally, the assessment of 
this five-step model should be 
performed on a contract-to-contract 
basis. However, a group of contracts 
may be assessed together if the 
company reasonably expects that 
the assessment would not change if 
each contract had been considered 
separately.

JUDGMENTS AND ESTIMATES

The application of the new revenue 
standard requires a company to 
make multiple judgments and 
estimates. Like all judgments and 
estimates, they should be both 
reasonable and supportable. Some 
of the most significant judgments 
include:

• Whether promised goods and 
services are distinct

• The estimated outcome of 
variable pricing

• The estimated standalone 
selling prices of performance 
obligations

NEXT STEPS

Since this new revenue standard 
will impact every industry, we 
recommend that our business clients 
identify, inventory, and summarize 
the company’s types of contracts 
as soon as possible. Other things to 
consider include:

• What types of documents are 
involved in creating a contract 
with a customer (i.e. signed 
agreements or invoices)?

• What types of goods or 
services are typically sold? Be 
as detailed as possible in this 
assessment and include items 
such as warranties and options 
to renew a contract

• Are goods and services 
provided within the same 
contract distinct and capable of 
being used on their own?

• How is pricing determined 
and is it consistent across 
contracts? Do you have price 
lists or other pricing tools that 
are used for pricing decisions?

THE FIVE-STEP PROCESS

ASC Topic 606 includes a five-step model for recognizing revenue from contracts with customers.

The first step in applying the new revenue recognition standard is to determine whether a contract exists with a 
customer.

• Two or more contracts with the same customer should be combined if they were negotiated as a package 
or if the amount of payment in one contract is dependent on the price or performance of another

• Any modification to a contract should be accounted for as a separate contract if there is an additional 
promised good or service that is distinct from those included in the original contract and if the price 
increase reflects the standalone selling price of the additional promise

Identify all performance obligations contained in the contract, meaning all promises to transfer a good or 
service to a customer.

• Performance obligations are accounted for separately if they are distinct. To be considered distinct 
the customer must be able to benefit from the good or service on its own with other resources readily 
available

Next is to determine the transaction price, which is the amount the company expects to be entitled to in exchange 
for transferring the promised good or service.

• This amount may be fixed, or it may include variable consideration in order to be estimated. Variable 
consideration should be included in the transaction price only if it is probable of being received

The fourth step is to allocate the transaction price to the various performance obligations previously identified. 
The allocation should be done on the basis of the standalone selling price of each promised good or service 
within the contract.

• If the standalone selling prices is not observable, then it must be estimated
• Discounts must all be allocated to the identified performance obligations

The final step is to recognize the revenue when (or as) the company satisfies the promised good or service 
(performance obligation) to a customer.

• The amount of revenue to be recognized is the amount allocated to the satisfied performance obligation
• A performance obligation is satisfied over time (and therefore recognized over time) if the customer 

simultaneously receives and consumes the benefits or if the satisfaction of the obligation creates an 
asset that the customer controls as it is created. If neither of these criteria are met, then the performance 
obligation should be recognized when the customer obtains control of the good or service

CONTRACT COSTS

The new revenue standard also provides guidance for costs incurred while obtaining a contract. Incremental costs of 
obtaining a contract should be capitalized if they are recoverable. This includes only costs that would not have been 
incurred if that contract had not been obtained. Costs to fulfill a contract should also be capitalized if they are directly 
related to a contract and are expected to be recovered.
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HOW NEW LABELING RULES MIGHT IMPACT THE 
FOOD & BEVERAGE INDUSTRY...IN A GOOD WAY

In an effort to create greater transparency, accountability 
and traceability in the food industry, Congress passed 
two game-changing pieces of legislation in 2016.

As the first major change to labeling requirements in 
nearly 20 years, food and beverage companies are 
looking for guidance on what these changes mean for 
their business and how to best implement the complex 
new regulations.

While a seemingly daunting task, food and beverage 
businesses have quite a few reasons to be excited about 
starting the implementation process. New technology, 
particularly blockchain, has the potential to not only help 
implement the new rules, but ultimately transform the 
consumer experience and create a more harmonious 
relationship between consumer, brand and product.

WHAT ARE THE NEW LABELING 
REGULATIONS?

The two pieces of legislation aim to address the public’s 
growing desire to have more insight into the nutrition 

and ingredients that go into the products they consume. 
Here is an overview.

The National Bioengineered Food Disclosure Standard 
(NBFDS) tackles the mandatory labeling of genetically 
modified foods, or as they refer to as bioengineered (BE) 
food. Under the rule, food is considered BE if the major 
ingredient is genetically engineered and any BE food 
must be labeled with a symbol to signify the existence of 
BE ingredients.

On a broader scale, the Nutrition Facts Panel (NFP) 
Final Rule makes a sweeping change to virtually all 
nutritional food and beverage labeling, whether or not 
BE. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) mandated 
that there be more specific nutritional labeling, including 
declarations of calories, sugars, daily reference values, 
percent daily values as well as a specific format on 
how to display the information. The overall goal of the 
legislation is to provide consumers with increased data 
and transparency to make better nutritional and health 
decisions.

WHEN MUST THE CHANGES BE 
IMPLEMENTED?

The new labeling requirements must be implemented by 
Jan. 1, 2020 for all companies with annual sales equal to 
or greater than $10 million. Companies with sales under 
this threshold have an extra year to comply. With 2020 
looming close on the horizon, tagging and labeling of all 
ingredients should begin immediately, even the smallest 
additions.

HOW CAN BLOCKCHAIN HELP?

While some food and beverage businesses may 
already adhere to strict labeling and ingredient tracking, 
others will find implementing these new changes 
extremely challenging. Meticulous recordkeeping 
and documentation will inherently change the way 
businesses approach processes and production. Gladly, 

blockchain can step in to help ease the burden and add 
extraordinary benefits in the process.

Essentially, blockchain is a growing list of records that 
are all linked using cryptography to create timestamps 
and track data with unfathomable accuracy. Blockchain 
has the ability to create an audit trail of every stage of a 
product’s development, from farm to shelf. For the food 
and beverage industry, this technology has the potential 
to trace all nutritional data and origins, connect supply 
chains and track every step of production for targeted 
recalls.

The opportunity to provide transparent information 
to consumers in a consistent manner is a massive 
differentiator and a major asset when it comes to 
sustaining brand loyalty and creating a positive consumer 
experience. Food and beverage companies could 
provide consumers with a blockchain verified label in the 
form of a QR code to scan and see a full background of 
where, how and when their food was created.

For products containing meat as their primary 
ingredient, blockchain can tag the origins and journey 
of the products from across the globe, including the 
ability to track and verify claims such as organic, grass-
fed and natural. In the event of a recall, blockchain 
can identify contamination points and instantly track 

affected products and locations for quick resolution. 
Such targeted recalls can vastly decrease both cost and 
disruption to companies and their consumers.

While implementing the new labeling rules will certainly 
lead to many hurdles, the benefits of blockchain are 
quite vast and very exciting for companies choosing to 
jump in at the forefront of the health movement.
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When most people think of fraud, 
things like email viruses, phone 
scams, and stolen credit card 
information come to mind. While 
most businesses have implemented 
safeguards to prevent and detect 
these external threats, many 
business owners overlook the 
potential for occupational fraud — 
that is, fraud committed internally.

According to a 2018 global study by 
the Association of Certified Fraud 
Examiners (ACFE), the construction 
industry is the ninth most 
affected industry when it comes 
to occupational fraud. Luckily, 
there are ways to spot potential 

threats and mitigate the risk of this 
underestimated crime.

UNDERSTANDING 
OCCUPATIONAL FRAUD

Occupational fraud involves 
the use of one’s occupation 
for the deliberate misuse of an 
organization’s resources or assets 
with the goal of personal gain. This 
includes misconduct by employees, 
management, and even owners. 
Regardless of the perpetrator, the 
activity is almost always secretive, 
policies are usually violated, and 
the activity is committed for financial 
gain.

According to the ACFE, fraud is more 
likely to happen at the employee 
level than at the executive level. 
However, the dollar value associated 
with fraud significantly increases 
with the perpetrator’s seniority. 
Criminal motives are typically the 
result of stressors, such as illness, 
excessive debt, or a spouse losing 
their job. This financial or emotional 
pressure mixed with the opportunity 
to commit the crime often leads to 
the rationalization that the company 
can “afford” the loss. This “fraud 
triangle” model is used to illustrate 
the possible factors that drive 
someone to justify and commit the 
crime.

COMMON FRAUD SCHEMES

According to the ACFE, the most 
common fraud schemes within 
construction include corruption 
(42%), followed by billing (37%), 
and financial statement fraud and 
noncash schemes (tied at 23%). 
Corruption is a general term 
covering things like kickbacks, 
straw vendors, fictitious suppliers, 
bribery, bid-rigging, and conflicts 
of interest. Billing schemes 
include inflated costs on invoices, 
invoices for non-existent projects, 
or invoices for labor performed on 
personal projects. Accounts payable 
manipulation, check and payment 
tampering, fake or manipulated PDF 
documents, and cybersecurity are 
also frequent contenders.

IDENTIFYING FRAUD

There are certain behavioral 
trends that typically accompany 
occupational fraud. Unexplainable 
purchases of luxury items such as 
cars and extravagant vacations 
could point to someone living beyond 
their means. Employees that foster 
unusually close relationships with 
vendors or customers can also be 
cause for concern, especially if the 
employee safeguards information 
or becomes secretive about the 
account. Employees exhibiting a 
“wheeler-dealer” attitude that allows 
them to work outside of routine 
procedures can often abuse power 
and trust. Employees that do not 
take vacation or relinquish duties 
can also indicate suspicious activity. 
Among other things, being aware 
of these red flags and changes in 
behavior can help identify potential 
misconduct and stop perpetrators 
early on.

PREVENTING FRAUD

Creating a robust code of conduct 
and proactively enforcing internal 

controls can help strengthen 
security and mitigate major risks 
of loss. This doesn’t have to mean 
hiring more personnel, which can 
often be cost prohibitive. There 
are plenty of effective checks and 
balances that contractors can 
implement to minimize the risk and 
impact of fraud:

• Strong code of conduct and 
tone at the top

• Frequently monitoring data for 
sudden changes or disparities 
in financials and bank 
statements

• Enforcing job rotation and 
mandatory vacation to 
ensure no single employee 
has consistent power over a 
particular function

• Strong code of conduct and 
tone at the top

• Frequent review of expense 
reimbursement and budget to 
actual reports to discourage 
cost manipulation

• Conducting internal fraud 
training and creating a 
confidential hotline for 
employees to report suspicious 

behavior
• Surprise audits to deter 

employees from manipulating 
systems or controls

• External audits of financial 
reporting and internal 
controls to monitor and 
ensure segregation of duties 
(especially the purchasing and 
procurement process)

Even when fraud is caught, fear of 
bad publicity and costly legal fees 
often keep the crime out of court. 
Many business owners prefer private 
settlements and internal discipline 
to minimize cost and time away from 
the business. However, since many 
repeat offenders go unprosecuted, 
it’s critical to take legal action in 
order to alert future employers of an 
employee’s criminal record.

With these tips for understanding, 
identifying, and preventing 
occupational fraud, owners and 
stakeholders can rest assured they 
are being proactive in mitigating the 
risk for their business.
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CASE STUDY

HIGHLIGHTS

• Brought together an international team to evaluate 
and recommend restructuring options for European 
branch

• Executed a complete ownership restructuring across 
multiple countries and time zones in a matter of a 
few weeks

• Successfully avoided triggering onerous audit and 
reporting requirements in Europe
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CHALLENGE

As it steadily grew its business, a privately held 
company in the manufacturing industry expanded its 
operations internationally. To keep up with demand, 
the U.S. company opened a European branch, an 
Asian branch, and a contract manufacturing facility 
also located in Asia.

After nearly a decade of conducting business globally, 
the company discovered that the European branch 
of the business, which owned the Asian branch 
and contract manufacturing, was about to trigger 
onerous financial reporting and audit requirements. 
“The European branch would soon be considered a 
midsize business under the laws of the country in 
which it was located,” says the chief financial officer 
(CFO) of the company. “The amount of resources 
and money required to meet the reporting mandates 
for a midsize company would be extremely out of 
proportion to the overall size of our business.”

The CFO consulted the company’s existing network 
of European and Asian accounting firms for 
potential options. With only two months’ time until 
the company closed the books for the fiscal year, 
any restructuring of the business would need to 
be accomplished immediately to avoid triggering 
the reporting requirements. However, the existing 
international firms were too slow in identifying 
potential solutions to the problem. Time was quickly 
running out.  

“We weren’t getting the help we needed and were 
down to the last minute in terms of being able to 
avoid triggering the midsize business rules with 
the current company structure for Europe,” says 
the CFO. “That’s when I decided to ask Sensiba 
San Filippo for help.”    

SOLUTION

Sensiba San Filippo (SSF) LLP is a leading Northern 
California-based accounting and business consulting 
firm. The firm had been providing tax and accounting 
services to the U.S.-based headquarters of the 
manufacturing company and had assisted in a previous 
company ownership restructuring in the U.S. 

“SSF immediately suggested engaging its international 
partner network Morison KSi for in-country guidance,” 
says the manufacturer’s CFO. “In a very short amount of 
time, SSF had a team of international partners reviewing 
options for the European reporting issue.” 

The team, led by SSF, quickly evaluated tax implications 
across multiple countries, conducted a cost/benefit 
analysis, and recommended a solution: restructuring 
ownership so that the Asian entities no longer rolled 
up under the European branch. While the answer to 
the problem was straightforward, executing a complete 
restructuring across multiple countries and time zones in 
a matter of a few weeks would require a heroic effort on 
the part of everyone involved.   

With SSF managing and overseeing the project, the 
global team performed valuations of the companies, 
prepared the paperwork to sell or transfer assets, and filed 
appropriate paperwork to restructure ownership in Asia 
and Europe—all before the end of the manufacturer’s 
fiscal year, successfully avoiding the midsize business 
trigger.

RESULTS

The day after the end of the fiscal year was a good one 
for the manufacturer’s CFO and her team. “Not only did 
we have the international transformation going on at a 
breakneck pace, but we were also closing the books 
for the fiscal year at the same time,” says the CFO. “It 
was such a relief when everything was wrapped up as 
planned. We all slept well after that.”    

For the CFO, there was no question about whether to 
keep using SSF and its international network beyond the 
restructuring effort. “The global alignment between SSF 
and its international partner network is already providing 
additional value for our business,” she says. “We can 
now move quickly when needed and stay in sync around 
the world.”  

Today, the CFO has a trusted and responsive international 
network in place for financial and tax reporting in each 
country where it operates. With SSF now managing 
the global process, international tax reporting is getting 
done without the excessive delays the manufacturer had 
experienced in the past. 

“U.S. reporting depends on the filings from the rest of 
the world, and because there was no sense of urgency 
in the other countries, we were always behind schedule 
for the U.S.,” says the CFO. “Now with SSF driving the 
schedule, we’re set to complete our compliance efforts 
on time.”   

ssfllp.com
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TRACEABILITY.
COMPLIANCE.

CONTROLS.

The success of your 
manufacturing  

depends on them.

Traceability you can see. Track everything 
used in your manufacturing business: 
date, time, user, lot code, customer, and all 
associated costs. Generate full backwards to 
forwards reports with a button click.

You’re battling on the front lines. Wherefour tackles 
your traceability, compliance and manufacturing 
control challenges to secure your success.

Breeze through audits.Wherefour ensures 
every transaction is captured and correct, 
unlocking full reporting and total 
transparency for you and your auditors, 
inspectors and large accounts.

Manufacturing is king. Control production, 
manage costs, drive quality and safety, 
and know where everything is at all times 
with Wherefour. Affordable and modern 
traceability for any type of manufacturing.

LOCK IT DOWN, BABY.

Wherefour’s modern & mobile interface

Schedule your demo with the 
team at Sensiba San Filippo

925-271-8700

WHEREFOUR.COM


